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Summary of High Cost Support Mechanism Beneficiary Audit Report Released: November 2021

Entity Name
Hart Telephone
Company, Inc.

Number
of
Findings
7

Attachment A

Total

7

•

Significant Findings
Inaccurate Cost Study
Adjustments. The
Beneficiary submitted
inaccurate cost study
adjustments in its
reporting of certain assets
and expenses.

Amount of
Support
$2,182,578

$2,182,578

USAC
Management
Monetary
Recovery
Entity
Effect
Action
Disagreement
$279,584
$279,584
Y

$279,584

$279,584
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Summary of Lifeline Support Mechanism Beneficiary Audit Reports Released: October 2021

Entity Name
América Móvil
(Puerto Rico
Telephone
Company, Inc.)
Attachment A
Global Connection
Inc. of America

Number
of
Findings
3

•

Significant Findings
No significant findings.

3

•

No significant findings.

2

•

1

•

USAC
Management
Recovery
Entity
Action*
Disagreement
$0
Y

Amount of
Support
$7,551,051

Monetary
Effect
$12,774

$6,085,609

$38,573

$4,599

Y

Lack of Documentation.
Subscriber Certification,
Recertification and Eligibility
Documentation. The
Beneficiary did not provide all
the requested documentation.

$31,883

$9,531

$9,407

N

No significant findings.

$58,028

$1,081

$1,081

N

Attachment B
Great Plains
Communications
Inc.
Attachment C
North Dakota
Telephone Company
Attachment D
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Entity Name
Sandhill Telephone
Cooperative, Inc.
Attachment E
Vermont National
Telephone Company
Inc.

Number
of
Findings
2

•

Significant Findings
No significant findings.

2

•

No significant findings.

USAC
Management
Recovery
Entity
Action*
Disagreement
$3,931
Y

Amount of
Support
$38,871

Monetary
Effect
$5,707

$59,673

$787

$694

$13,825,115

$68,453

$19,712

N

Attachment F
Total

13

*In some cases, the USAC Management Recovery Action is less than the Monetary Effect to prevent double-recovery for the same
subscriber identified in multiple findings. In the case of América Móvil (Attachment A), USAC did not seek recovery due to the
unprecedented damage caused to the provider’s headquarters offices by Hurricane Maria and the resulting impact on the provider’s
ability to provide requested documentation. In the case of Global Connection Inc. of America, the provider submitted revised Forms 497
after the beginning of the audit to reimburse the Universal Service Fund for a large portion of the recommended recovery amount,
resulting in a recovery of $4,599 of the remaining recommended recovery amount.
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América Móvil (Puerto Rico
Telephone Company, Inc.)
Limited Scope Audit on Compliance with the Federal Universal Service
Fund Lifeline Support Mechanism Rules
USAC Audit No. LI2019SR006
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
October 7, 2021
Ms. Inabel Gonzalez
Puerto Rico Telephone Company, Inc.
390 A Street Mario Julia Industrial Park
San Juan, PR 00920-2016
Dear Ms. Gonzalez,
DP George & Company, LLC (DPG) audited the compliance of Puerto Rico Telephone Company, Inc. (Holding
Company), for all study area codes (SACs) where the Holding Company claimed subscribers during calendar year
2017 (the audit period), using regulations and orders governing the federal Universal Service Low Income
Support Mechanism (also known as the Lifeline Program), set forth in 47 C.F.R. Part 54, as well as other program
requirements, including any state-mandated Lifeline requirements (collectively, the Rules). Compliance with the
Rules is the responsibility of the Holding Company’s management. DPG’s responsibility is to make a
determination regarding the Holding Company’s compliance with the Rules based on our limited scope audit.
DPG conducted the audit in accordance with Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS)
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that DPG plan and perform the
audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for its findings and conclusions
based on the audit objectives. The audit included examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the data used
to calculate support, as well as performing other procedures we considered necessary to form a conclusion. The
evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for DPG’s findings and conclusions based on the audit objectives.
Based on the test work performed, our audit disclosed three detailed audit findings (Findings) discussed in the
Audit Results and Recovery Action section. For the purpose of this report, a Finding is a condition that shows
evidence of non-compliance with the Rules that were in effect during the audit period.
Certain information may have been omitted from this report concerning communications with the Universal
Service Administrative Company (USAC) management or other officials and/or details about internal operating
processes or investigations. This report is intended solely for the use of USAC, the Holding Company, and the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and should not be used by those who have not agreed to the
procedures and taken responsibility for the sufficiency of those procedures for their purposes. This report is not
confidential and may be released to a requesting third party.
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We appreciate the cooperation and assistance extended by your staff during the audit.
Sincerely,

DP George & Company, LLC
Alexandria, Virginia
cc: Teleshia Delmar, USAC Vice President, Audit and Assurance Division
Radha Sekar, USAC Chief Executive Officer
Pamela Hughet, USAC Vice President, Lifeline Division
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AUDIT RESULTS AND RECOVERY ACTION

Audit Results
Finding #1: 47 C.F.R. §54.417(a) – Lack of Documentation:
Eligibility Documentation. The Holding Company did not
provide documentation to demonstrate eligibility for new
applicants.
Finding #2: 47 C.F.R. §54.417(a) – Lack of Documentation: OnePer-Household Documentation. The Holding Company did not
provide documentation to demonstrate one per household
certification for subscribers identified at the same address.
Finding #3: 47 C.F.R. §54.417(a) – Lack of Documentation:
Transfer Documentation. The Holding Company did not
provide documentation to demonstrate the subscriber was
transferred in accordance with the Rules.
Total

Monetary Effect
$5,217

Extrapolated
Value ($)
$1,693,067

$4,597

$38,268

$2,960

$136,599

$12,774

$1,867,934

USAC MANAGEMENT RESPONSE
USAC management concurs with the audit results. However, due to the unprecedented damage caused to the Holding
Company’s headquarters offices due to Hurricane Maria, USAC will not seek recovery of the Lifeline Program support.

PURPOSE, SCOPE AND PROCEDURES

PURPOSE
The purpose of our audit was to determine whether the Holding Company complied with the Rules.

SCOPE
The Holding Company claimed 816,330 subscribers and $7,551,050 in support during the calendar year 2017
period covered by our audit. The following chart details the subscriber claims and support received amounts by
Study Area Code (SAC).
SAC Number
633200
633201
639006
Total

Territory
PR
PR
PR

Subscribers Claimed
52,408
236,976
526,946
816,330

Amount of Support
$484,776
$2,192,028
$4,874,247
$7,551,051

Notes:
The amount of support listed above reflects disbursements as of the commencement of the audit.
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BACKGROUND
The Holding Company operates as an incumbent eligible telecommunications carrier (ETC) for SACs 633200 and
633201, and operates as a competitive ETC for SAC 639006, in the territory identified in the Scope table above.

PROCEDURES
DPG performed the following procedures:
A. FCC Form 497
DPG obtained and tested the Holding Company’s FCC Forms 497 (Form(s) 497) for accuracy by comparing
the amounts claimed against the subscriber listings provided by the Holding Company.
B. Program Eligibility Documentation
DPG obtained an understanding of the Holding Company’s enrollment and certification processes relating to
the Lifeline Program to determine the steps taken by the Holding Company to verify program eligibility. DPG
obtained and tested eligibility documentation for a sample of 271 subscribers to determine whether the
subscribers were eligible to receive Lifeline Program discounts.
C. Independent Economic Households
DPG obtained an understanding of the Holding Company’s enrollment and certification processes relating to
the Lifeline Program to determine the steps taken by the Holding Company to comply with the Independent
Economic Household (IEH) requirements. DPG obtained and tested documentation for a sample of 239
subscribers to determine whether the subscribers properly certified compliance with the IEH requirements.
D. NLAD/State Database Validation
DPG obtained the Holding Company’s subscriber listings and used computer assisted auditing techniques to
analyze the listings and determine whether the number of subscribers claimed each month agreed to the
number of eligible subscribers recorded in NLAD or the comparable state database for the same month.
E. Transferred Subscribers
DPG obtained an understanding of the Holding Company’s enrollment, certification, and de-enrollment
processes relating to the Lifeline Program to determine the steps taken by the Holding Company to transfer
(in or out) subscribers. DPG obtained and tested enrollment documentation for a sample of 143 Transferred
In subscribers to determine whether the subscribers were transferred in accordance with the Rules. DPG
also obtained documentation for all NLAD variances identified in Procedure D above where a subscriber was
claimed in a given Form 497 month but listed as Transferred Out in NLAD for the same month.
F. Deceased Subscribers
DPG obtained the Holding Company’s subscriber listings and worked with USAC to identify currently
deceased subscribers. DPG selected a sample of 56 subscribers who were deceased and were claimed after
their date of death. DPG obtained and tested certification, recertification, and usage documentation for
these subscribers to determine whether the Holding Company complied with the Rules while continuing to
claim the subscriber.
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G. Duplicate Subscribers
DPG obtained the Holding Company’s subscriber listings and used computer assisted auditing techniques to
analyze the listings and determine whether duplicate subscribers where included on the listings. DPG
obtained and reviewed the Holding Company’s explanations and copies of eligibility or other documentation
to determine whether the subscriber represented a duplicate claim.
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DETAILED AUDIT FINDINGS

Finding #1: 47 C.F.R. § 54.417(a) – Lack of Documentation: Eligibility Documentation
CONDITION
DPG requested eligibility documentation for a statistically valid sample of 271 subscribers.1 The Holding
Company did not provide the requested documentation for 78 of the 271 sampled subscribers. Without
eligibility documentation for these subscribers, DPG cannot conclude that the subscribers were eligible to
receive the Lifeline program support claimed by the Holding Company on the 2017 Forms 497.2
DPG determined that 60 of the subscribers were claimed under SAC 639006, 16 subscribers were claimed under
SAC 633201, and 2 subscribers were claimed under SAC 633200.

CAUSE
The Holding Company did not have adequate document or data retention procedures to ensure the proper
retention of documentation demonstrating that subscribers completed required certifications and presented
required eligibility documentation. The Holding Company indicated that the missing documentation represents
documents and/or data that was damaged or destroyed by the effects of Hurricane Maria.

EFFECT
Support Type

Monetary Effect

Lifeline (2017)

$5,217

DPG calculated the 2017 monetary effect by first determining the number of instances (months) in 2017 the
Holding Company claimed the 78 subscribers. DPG identified a total of 564 such instances. DPG multiplied the
564 instances by the support amount requested on the applicable 2017 Form 497 ($9.25) and rounded to the
nearest whole dollar.

EXTRAPOLATION OF IMPROPERLY CLAIMED REIMBURSEMENT
As summarized in the chart below, the sample findings were extrapolated to the population of 87,953
subscribers claimed in 2017 who completed a new application after February 17, 2016 to develop an estimated
number of subscribers with missing documentation:
Lower Bound with 90%
Confidence

Point Estimate with 90%
Confidence

Upper Bound with 90%
Confidence

21,336 subscribers

25,315 subscribers

29,294 subscribers

Given the average Monetary Effect of $66.88 per subscriber ($5,217/78 subscribers) and the Point Estimate
above, the Extrapolated Value was calculated as $1,693,067.

1
2

See 47 C.F.R. §§ 54.417(a), 404(b)(11) (2016).
See 47 C.F.R. §§ 54.410(b)(1)(i), (ii); (c)(1)(i), (ii) (2016).
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RECOMMENDATION
DPG recommends that the Holding Company implement an adequate process to ensure that it maintains
documentation in compliance with the Rules.

HOLDING COMPANY RESPONSE
PRTC strongly disagrees with DPG’s finding that “the Holding Company did not have adequate document or data
retention procedures” in place to ensure the proper retention of documentation demonstrating that subscribers
completed the required certifications and provided the required eligibility documentation. PRTC maintains a
practice manual with the company’s internal procedures to comply with the Lifeline program requirements,
including the record keeping requirements. In this case, the Lifeline documents were securely stored on the
fourth floor of a 10-story concrete building at the company’s headquarters in Guaynabo, Puerto Rico.
Unfortunately, on September 20, 2017, Hurricane Maria barreled directly into Puerto Rico. Bearing winds over
150 mph and dumping several feet of rain, Hurricane Maria wrought unprecedented destruction, tearing roofs
off buildings, leveling homes, flooding communities, and causing over $91 billion in losses and taking more than
3,000 lives. In the words of FCC Chairman Ajit Pai, “The devastation wrought by Hurricane Maria has been
unimaginable.” See FCC News Release, Chairman Pai Meets with Officials in Puerto Rico (Nov. 7, 2017).
Hurricane Maria caused one of the sides of the 10-story building to collapse, causing significant damage to every
floor, including the fourth floor where the Lifeline documentation was stored. The torrential rain and winds
destroyed many of the Lifeline documents closest to the wall that collapsed. PRTC did everything it could to
salvage as many documents as possible. However, no amount of document retention procedures could have
adequately foreseen and forestall the destruction caused by Hurricane Maria. But for the destruction caused by
this natural disaster to PRTC’s headquarters, the company would have been able to provide the Lifeline
documentation for 100% of the Lifeline customers in the sample.
Under the extraordinary circumstances mentioned above, USAC should not penalize PRTC to the tune of
$1,693,067 simply because the company had the misfortune of having its offices where it stored its Lifeline
documentation severely damaged by a natural disaster.

DPG RESPONSE
DPG acknowledges in the Cause section above that Hurricane Maria resulted in damaged data and/or
documentation related to the audit. We maintain that procedures at the time were not adequate to protect
against the known risk of a hurricane. As an example, the use of digital copies stored remotely is a procedure
that could likely have avoided the loss of documentation if in place at the time. We also clarify that as discussed
during our exit conference, the amount used as the basis for the recovery of any funds is the $5,217 Monetary
Effect amount and not the Extrapolated Value of $1,693,067. We maintain our recommendation that the
Holding Company establish a stronger document retention process.
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Finding #2: 47 C.F.R. § 54.417(a) – Lack of Documentation: One-Per-Household
Documentation
CONDITION
DPG requested One-Per-Household (OPH) documentation for a statistically valid sample of 239 subscribers.3
The Holding Company did not provide the requested documentation for 80 of the 239 sampled subscribers.
Without OPH documentation for these subscribers, DPG cannot conclude that the subscribers were eligible to
receive Lifeline program support.4
DPG determined that 78 of the subscribers were claimed under SAC 639006, 1 subscriber was claimed under
SAC 633201, and 1 subscriber was claimed under SAC 633200.

CAUSE
The Holding Company did not have adequate documentation or data retention procedures to ensure the proper
retention of documentation to demonstrate that subscribers made the required OPH certifications. The Holding
Company indicated that the missing documentation represents documents and/or data that was damaged or
destroyed by the effects of Hurricane Maria.

EFFECT
Support Type

Monetary Effect

Lifeline (2017)

$4,597

DPG calculated the 2017 monetary effect by first determining the number of instances (months) in 2017 the
Holding Company claimed the 80 subscribers. DPG identified a total of 497 such instances. DPG multiplied the
497 instances by the support amount requested on the applicable 2017 Form 497 ($9.25) and rounded to the
nearest whole dollar.

EXTRAPOLATION OF IMPROPERLY CLAIMED REIMBURSEMENT
As summarized in the chart below, the sample findings were extrapolated to the population of 1,991 subscribers
identified at an OPH address during 2017 to develop an estimated number of subscribers with missing
documentation:
Lower Bound with 90%
Confidence

Point Estimate with 90%
Confidence

Upper Bound with 90%
Confidence

573 subscribers

666 subscribers

760 subscribers

Given the average Monetary Effect of $57.46 per subscriber ($4,597/80 subscribers) and the Point Estimate
above, the extrapolated monetary impact was calculated as $38,268.
3
4

See 47 C.F.R. § 54.417(a) (2016).
See 47 C.F.R. §§ 54.400(h), 404(b)(3), 409(c), 410(g) (2016). See also Lifeline Reform Order, at paragraph 78 (2012).
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RECOMMENDATION
DPG recommends that the Holding Company implement an adequate process to ensure that it maintains
documentation in compliance with the Rules.

HOLDING COMPANY RESPONSE
PRTC strongly disagrees with DPG’s finding that “the Holding Company did not have adequate document or data
retention procedures” in place to ensure the proper retention of documentation demonstrating that subscribers
completed the required certifications and provided the required eligibility documentation. PRTC maintains a
practice manual with the company’s internal procedures to comply with the Lifeline program requirements,
including the record keeping requirements. In this case, the Lifeline documents were securely stored on the
fourth floor of a 10-story concrete building at the company’s headquarters in Guaynabo, Puerto Rico.
Unfortunately, on September 20, 2017, Hurricane Maria barreled directly into Puerto Rico. Bearing winds over
150 mph and dumping several feet of rain, Hurricane Maria wrought unprecedented destruction, tearing roofs
off buildings, leveling homes, flooding communities, and causing over $91 billion in losses and taking more than
3,000 lives. In the words of FCC Chairman Ajit Pai, “The devastation wrought by Hurricane Maria has been
unimaginable.” See FCC News Release, Chairman Pai Meets with Officials in Puerto Rico (Nov. 7, 2017).
Hurricane Maria caused one of the sides of the 10-story building to collapse, causing significant damage to every
floor, including the fourth floor where the Lifeline documentation was stored. The torrential rain and winds
destroyed many of the Lifeline documents closest to the wall that collapsed. PRTC did everything it could to
salvage as many documents as possible. However, no amount of document retention procedures could have
adequately foreseen and forestall the destruction caused by Hurricane Maria. But for the destruction caused by
this natural disaster to PRTC’s headquarters, the company would have been able to provide the Lifeline
documentation for 100% of the Lifeline customers in the sample.
Under the extraordinary circumstances mentioned above, USAC should not penalize PRTC to the tune of $38,268
simply because the company had the misfortune of having its offices where it stored its Lifeline documentation
severely damaged by a natural disaster.

DPG RESPONSE
DPG acknowledges in the Cause section above that Hurricane Maria resulted in damaged data and/or
documentation related to the audit. We maintain that procedures at the time were not adequate to protect
against the known risk of a hurricane. As an example, the use of digital copies stored remotely is a procedure
that could likely have avoided the loss of documentation if in place at the time. We also clarify that as discussed
during our exit conference, the amount used as the basis for the recovery of any funds is the $4,597 Monetary
Effect amount and not the Extrapolated Value of $38,268. We maintain our recommendation that the Holding
Company establish a stronger document retention process.
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Finding #3: 47 C.F.R. § 54.417(a) – Lack of Documentation: Transfer Documentation
CONDITION
DPG requested application forms for a statistically valid sample of 143 subscribers who transferred to the
Holding Company during the audit period.5 The Holding Company did not provide the requested application
forms for 48 of the 143 sampled subscribers. Without the requested documentation for these subscribers, DPG
cannot conclude that the subscribers consented to receiving service from the Holding Company.6
DPG determined that 40 of the subscribers were claimed under SAC 639006 and the remaining 8 subscribers
were claimed under SAC 633201.

CAUSE
The Holding Company did not have adequate document or data retention procedures to ensure proper
retention of documentation demonstrating that subscribers completed an application form consenting to
receive service from the Holding Company. The Holding Company indicated that the missing documentation
represents documents and/or data that was damaged or destroyed by the effects of Hurricane Maria.

EFFECT
Support Type

Monetary Effect

Lifeline (2017)

$2,960

DPG calculated the 2017 monetary effect by first determining the number of instances (months) in 2017 the
Holding Company claimed the 48 subscribers. DPG identified a total of 320 such instances. DPG multiplied the
320 instances by the support amount requested on the applicable 2017 Form 497 ($9.25) and rounded to the
nearest whole dollar.

EXTRAPOLATION OF IMPROPERLY CLAIMED REIMBURSEMENT
As summarized in the chart below, the sample findings were extrapolated to the population of 6,600 subscribers
identified as transferred-in during 2017 to develop an estimated number of subscribers with missing
documentation:
Lower Bound with 90%
Confidence

Point Estimate with 90%
Confidence

Upper Bound with 90%
Confidence

1,787 subscribers

2,215 subscribers

2,644 subscribers

Given the average Monetary Effect of $61.67 per subscriber ($2,960/48 subscribers) and the Point Estimate
above, the extrapolated monetary impact was calculated as $136,599.
5
6

See 47 C.F.R. §§ 54.417(a), 404(b)(11) (2016).
See 47 C.F.R. §§ 54.410(b)(1)(i), (ii); (c)(1)(i), (ii) (2016).
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RECOMMENDATION
DPG recommends that the Holding Company implement an adequate process to ensure that it maintains
documentation in compliance with the Rules.

HOLDING COMPANY RESPONSE
PRTC strongly disagrees with DPG’s finding that “the Holding Company did not have adequate document or data
retention procedures” in place to ensure the proper retention of documentation demonstrating that subscribers
completed the required certifications and provided the required eligibility documentation. PRTC maintains a
practice manual with the company’s internal procedures to comply with the Lifeline program requirements,
including the record keeping requirements. In this case, the Lifeline documents were securely stored on the
fourth floor of a 10-story concrete building at the company’s headquarters in Guaynabo, Puerto Rico.
Unfortunately, on September 20, 2017, Hurricane Maria barreled directly into Puerto Rico. Bearing winds over
150 mph and dumping several feet of rain, Hurricane Maria wrought unprecedented destruction, tearing roofs
off buildings, leveling homes, flooding communities, and causing over $91 billion in losses and taking more than
3,000 lives. In the words of FCC Chairman Ajit Pai, “The devastation wrought by Hurricane Maria has been
unimaginable.” See FCC News Release, Chairman Pai Meets with Officials in Puerto Rico (Nov. 7, 2017).
Hurricane Maria caused one of the sides of the 10-story building to collapse, causing significant damage to every
floor, including the fourth floor where the Lifeline documentation was stored. The torrential rain and winds
destroyed many of the Lifeline documents closest to the wall that collapsed. PRTC did everything it could to
salvage as many documents as possible. However, no amount of document retention procedures could have
adequately foreseen and forestall the destruction caused by Hurricane Maria. But for the destruction caused by
this natural disaster to PRTC’s headquarters, the company would have been able to provide the Lifeline
documentation for 100% of the Lifeline customers in the sample.
Under the extraordinary circumstances mentioned above, USAC should not penalize PRTC to the tune of
$136,599 simply because the company had the misfortune of having its offices where it stored its Lifeline
documentation severely damaged by a natural disaster.

DPG RESPONSE
DPG acknowledges in the Cause section above that Hurricane Maria resulted in damaged data and/or
documentation related to the audit. We maintain that procedures at the time were not adequate to protect
against the known risk of a hurricane. As an example, the use of digital copies stored remotely is a procedure
that could likely have avoided the loss of documentation if in place at the time. We also clarify that as discussed
during our exit conference, the amount used as the basis for the recovery of any funds is the $2,960 Monetary
Effect amount and not the Extrapolated Value of $136,599. We maintain our recommendation that the Holding
Company establish a stronger document retention process.
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CRITERIA
Finding
#1, #2,
#3

Criteria
47 C.F.R. § 54.417(a)
(2016)

#1, #3

47 C.F.R. §
54.404(b)(11) (2016)

#1, #3

47 C.F.R. §
54.410(b)(1)(i), (ii)
(2016)

#1, #3

47 C.F.R. §
54.410(c)(1)(i), (ii)
(2016)

#2

47 C.F.R. § 54.400(h)
(2016)

Description
“Eligible telecommunications carriers must maintain records to
document compliance with all Commission and state requirements
governing the Lifeline and Tribal Link Up program for the three full
preceding calendar years and provide that documentation to the
Commission or Administrator upon request. Eligible
telecommunications carriers must maintain the documentation
required in … [47 C.F.R. §] 54.410(d), and 54.410(f) for as long as the
subscriber receives Lifeline service from that eligible
telecommunications carrier, but for no less than the three full
preceding calendar years.”
”All eligible telecommunications carriers must securely retain
subscriber documentation that the ETC reviewed to verify subscriber
eligibility, for the purposes of production during audits or investigations
or to the extent required by NLAD processes, which require, inter alia,
verification of eligibility, identity, address, and age.”
“Initial income-based eligibility determination. (1) Except where the
National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator or other state agency is
responsible for the initial determination of a subscriber's eligibility,
when a prospective subscriber seeks to qualify for Lifeline using the
income-based eligibility criteria provided for in § 54.409(a)(1) an eligible
telecommunications carrier: (i) Must not seek reimbursement for
providing Lifeline to a subscriber, unless the carrier has received a
certification of eligibility from the prospective subscriber that complies
with the requirements set forth in paragraph (d) of this section….
(ii) Must securely retain copies of documentation demonstrating a
prospective subscriber’s income-based eligibility for Lifeline consistent
with §54.417…”
“Initial program-based eligibility determination. (1) Except in states
where the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or other state
agency is responsible for the initial determination of a subscriber's
program-based eligibility, when a prospective subscriber seeks to
qualify for Lifeline service using the program-based criteria set forth in
[47 C.F.R.] § 54.409(a)(2) or (b), an eligible telecommunications carrier:
(i) Must not seek reimbursement for providing Lifeline to a subscriber
unless the carrier has received a certification of eligibility from the
subscriber that complies with the requirements set forth in paragraph
(d) of this section….
(ii) Must securely retain copies of the documentation demonstrating a
subscriber’s program-based eligibility for Lifeline, consistent with
§54.417…”
“A ‘household’ is any individual or group of individuals who are living
together at the same address as one economic unit. A household may
include related and unrelated persons. An ‘economic unit’ consists of all
adult individuals contributing to and sharing in the income and
expenses of a household. An adult is any person eighteen years or
older. If an adult has no or minimal income, and lives with someone
who provides financial support to him/her, both people shall be
considered part of the same household. Children under the age of
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Finding

Criteria

#2

47 C.F.R. §
54.404(b)(3) (2016)

#2

47 C.F.R. § 54.409(c)
(2016)

#2

47 C.F.R. § 54.410(g)
(2016)

#2

Lifeline and Link Up
Reform and
Modernization, Lifeline
and Link Up, FederalState Joint Board on
Universal Service,
Advancing Broadband
Availability Through
Digital Literacy
Training, WC Docket
No. 11-42 et. al.,
Report and Order and
Further Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking,
27 FCC Rcd 6656, 6691,
para. 78 (2012) (Lifeline
Reform Order)

Description
eighteen living with their parents or guardians are considered to be part
of the same household as their parents or guardians.”
“If the [National Lifeline Accountability] Database indicates that another
individual at the prospective subscriber’s residential address is currently
receiving a Lifeline service, the eligible telecommunications carrier must
not seek and will not receive Lifeline reimbursement for providing
service to that prospective subscriber, unless the prospective subscriber
has certified, pursuant to [47 C.F.R.] § 54.410(d) that to the best of his
or her knowledge, no one in his or her household is already receiving a
Lifeline service.”
“In addition to meeting the qualifications provided in paragraph (a) or
(b) of this section, in order to constitute a qualifying low-income
consumer, a consumer must not already be receiving a Lifeline service,
and there must not be anyone else in the subscriber’s household
subscribed to a Lifeline service.”
“(g) One-Per-Household Worksheet. The prospective subscriber will
complete a form certifying compliance with the one-per-household rule
upon initial enrollment. Such form will provide an explanation of the
one-per-household rule; include a check box that the applicant can
mark to indicate that he or she lives at an address occupied by multiple
households; a space for the applicant to certify that he or she shares an
address with other adults who do not contribute income to the
applicant's household and share in the household's expenses or benefit
from the applicant's income; and the penalty for consumer's failure to
make the required one-per-household certification, i.e. de-enrollment.
At re-certification, if there are changes to the subscriber's household
that would prevent the subscriber from accurately certifying to §
54.410(d)(3)(vi), then the subscriber must complete a new One-PerHousehold Worksheet. If a Federal One Per Household Form is
available, entities enrolling subscribers must use such form.”
“As explained below in the database section, upon receiving an
application for Lifeline support, all ETCs must check the duplicates
database to determine whether an individual at the applicant’s
residential address is currently receiving Lifeline-supported service. The
ETC must also search its own internal records to ensure that it does not
already provide Lifeline-supported service to someone at that
residential address. If nobody at the residential address is currently
receiving Lifeline-supported service, the ETC may initiate Lifeline service
after determining that the household is otherwise eligible to receive
Lifeline and obtaining all required certifications from the household. If
the ETC determines that an individual at the applicant’s residential
address is currently receiving Lifeline-supported service, the ETC must
take an additional step to ensure that the applicant and the current
subscriber are part of different households. To enable applicants to
make this demonstration, the ETC must require applicants to complete
and submit to the ETC a written document, to be developed by USAC as
discussed below, containing the following: (1) an explanation of the
Commission’s one-per-household rule; (2) a check box that an applicant
can mark to indicate that he or she lives at an address occupied by
multiple households; (3) a space for the applicant to certify that he or
she shares an address with other adults who do not contribute income
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Finding

Criteria

Description
to the applicant’s household and share in the household’s expenses or
benefit from the applicant’s income, pursuant to the definition we
adopt here today; and (4) the penalty for a consumer’s failure to make
the required one-per-household certification (i.e., de-enrollment). All
ETCs must collect the completed document upon initial program
enrollment from those consumers who apply for Lifeline using a
residential address that the ETC determines is already receiving Lifelinesupported service.”
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
September 27, 2021
Mr. Eric Schimpf
Global Connection Inc. of America
5555 Oakbrook Pkwy, Suite 620
Norcross, GA 30093-2253
Dear Mr. Schimpf,
DP George & Company, LLC (DPG) audited the compliance of Global Connection Inc. of America (Holding
Company), for all study area codes (SACs) where the Holding Company claimed subscribers during calendar year
2017 (the audit period), using regulations and orders governing the federal Universal Service Low Income
Support Mechanism (also known as the Lifeline Program), set forth in 47 C.F.R. Part 54, as well as other program
requirements, including any state-mandated Lifeline requirements (collectively, the Rules). Compliance with the
Rules is the responsibility of the Holding Company’s management. DPG’s responsibility is to make a
determination regarding the Holding Company’s compliance with the Rules based on our limited scope audit.
DPG conducted the audit in accordance with Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS)
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States (2011 Revision, as amended). Those standards require
that DPG plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for
its findings and conclusions based on the audit objectives. The audit included testing evidence supporting the
eligibility of subscribers and data used to calculate support, as well as performing other procedures we
considered necessary to form a conclusion. The evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for DPG’s
findings and conclusions based on the audit objectives.
Based on the test work performed, our audit disclosed three detailed audit findings (Findings) discussed in the
Audit Results and Recovery Action section. For the purpose of this report, a Finding is a condition that shows
evidence of non-compliance with the Rules that were in effect during the audit period.
Certain information may have been omitted from this report concerning communications with Universal Service
Administrative Company (USAC) management or other officials and/or details about internal operating
processes or investigations. This report is intended solely for the use of USAC, the Holding Company, and the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and should not be used by those who have not agreed to the
procedures and taken responsibility for the sufficiency of those procedures for their purposes. This report is not
confidential and may be released to a requesting third party.
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We appreciate the cooperation and assistance extended by your staff during the audit.
Sincerely,

DP George & Company, LLC
Alexandria, Virginia
cc: Teleshia Delmar, USAC Vice President, Audit and Assurance Division
Radha Sekar, USAC Chief Executive Officer
James Lee, Acting USAC Vice President, Lifeline Division
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AUDIT RESULTS AND RECOVERY ACTION

Audit Results
Finding #1: 47 C.F.R. § 54.407(a) – FCC Form 497 and State
Database Variance. The Holding Company claimed
subscribers on the audit period FCC Forms 497 who were
not active in the applicable state database.
Finding #2: 47 C.F.R. § 54.404(b) – FCC Form 497 and NLAD
Variance. The Holding Company claimed subscribers on the
audit period FCC Forms 497 who were not active in NLAD for
the applicable month.
Finding #3: 47 C.F.R. § 54.417(a) – Lack of Documentation:
One-Per-Household Documentation. The Holding Company
did not provide documentation to demonstrate one-per
household certification for subscribers identified at the same
address.
Total

Monetary Effect &
Recommended
Recovery
$34,457

Extrapolated
Value ($)
$34,457

$2,784

$2,784

$1,332

$19,260

$38,573

$56,501

USAC MANAGEMENT RESPONSE
USAC management concurs with the audit results. The Beneficiary submitted revised Forms 497 after the
beginning of the audit to reimburse the Universal Service Fund for monetary findings totaling $33,975 identified
in Findings 1 and 2. Therefore, USAC will seek recovery of $4,599 in Lifeline Program support. USAC
management will issue a separate memorandum to the Beneficiary to address the audit results.
PURPOSE, SCOPE AND PROCEDURES

PURPOSE
The purpose of our audit was to determine whether the Holding Company complied with the Rules.

SCOPE
The Holding Company claimed 657,895 subscribers and $6,085,609 in support during the calendar year 2017
period covered by our audit. The following chart details the subscriber claims and support received amount by
Study Area Code (SAC).
SAC Number
639013
549026
449073
459016
189015
229022
179018
589013
269041
309016

State
PR
CA
TX
AZ
MD
GA
PA
RI
KY
OH

Subscribers Claimed
212,029
164,070
56,154
43,466
23,593
18,232
17,419
17,408
10,588
10,195

Amount of Support
$1,961,270
$1,517,650
$519,428
$402,064
$218,237
$168,650
$161,128
$161,026
$97,943
$94,304
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SAC Number
289035
469026
429018
339036
229016
359137
279039
259028
379025
319030
249032
409023
299027
279043
239021
369022
269051
449086
249018
119005
219016
409013
319025
209025
419027
509016
559028
Total

Note:

State
MS
CO
MO
WI
GA
IA
LA
AL
NE
MI
SC
AR
TN
LA
NC
MN
KY
TX
SC
MA
FL
AR
MI
WV
KS
UT
NV

Subscribers Claimed
9,470
9,191
8,089
7,162
6,329
5,678
5,559
4,497
3,997
3,801
3,481
3,077
2,266
1,797
1,745
1,700
1,461
1,407
1,138
745
710
427
422
308
139
78
67
657,895

Amount of Support
$87,598
$85,021
$74,828
$66,251
$58,545
$52,524
$51,422
$41,599
$36,974
$35,162
$32,200
$28,464
$20,962
$16,625
$16,142
$15,727
$13,515
$13,017
$10,529
$6,894
$6,570
$3,951
$3,904
$2,853
$1,288
$724
$620
$6,085,609

The amount of support reflects disbursements as of the commencement of the audit.

BACKGROUND
The Holding Company operates as a competitive eligible telecommunications carrier (ETC) in all of the states
identified in the Scope table above.

PROCEDURES
DPG performed the following procedures:
A. FCC Form 497
DPG obtained and tested the Holding Company’s FCC Forms 497 (Form(s) 497) for accuracy by comparing
the amounts claimed against the subscriber listings provided by the Holding Company.
B. Program Eligibility Documentation
DPG obtained an understanding of the Holding Company’s enrollment and certification processes relating to
the Lifeline Program to determine the steps taken by the Holding Company to verify program eligibility. DPG
obtained and tested eligibility documentation for a sample of 317 subscribers to determine whether the
subscribers were eligible to receive Lifeline Program discounts.
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C. Independent Economic Households
DPG obtained an understanding of the Holding Company’s enrollment and certification processes relating to
the Lifeline Program to determine the steps taken by the Holding Company to comply with the Independent
Economic Household (IEH) requirements. DPG obtained and tested documentation for a sample of 487
subscribers to determine whether the subscribers properly certified compliance with the IEH requirements.
D. NLAD/State Database Validation
DPG obtained the Holding Company’s subscriber listings and used computer assisted auditing techniques to
analyze the listings and determine whether the number of subscribers claimed each month agreed to the
number of eligible subscribers recorded in NLAD or the comparable state database for the same month.
E. Transferred Subscribers
DPG obtained an understanding of the Holding Company’s enrollment, certification, and de-enrollment
processes relating to the Lifeline Program to determine the steps taken by the Holding Company to transfer
(in or out) subscribers. DPG obtained and tested enrollment documentation for a sample of 143 Transferred
In subscribers to determine whether the subscribers were transferred in accordance with the Rules. DPG
also obtained documentation for all NLAD variances identified in Procedure D above where a subscriber was
claimed in a given Form 497 month but listed as Transferred Out in NLAD for the same month.
F. Deceased Subscribers
DPG obtained the Holding Company’s subscriber listings and worked with USAC to identify currently
deceased subscribers. DPG selected a sample of 86 subscribers who were deceased and were claimed after
their date of death. DPG obtained and tested certification, recertification, and usage documentation for
these subscribers to determine whether the Holding Company complied with the Rules while continuing to
claim the subscriber.
G. Duplicate Subscribers
DPG obtained the Holding Company’s subscriber listings and used computer assisted auditing techniques to
analyze the listings and determine whether duplicate subscribers where included on the listings. DPG
obtained and reviewed Holding Company explanations and copies of eligibility or other documentation to
determine whether the subscriber represented a duplicate claim.
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DETAILED AUDIT FINDINGS

Finding #1: 47 C.F.R. § 54.407(a) – Form 497 and State Database Variance
CONDITION
DPG obtained and analyzed the Holding Company’s subscriber data listed in the applicable state database
reports to determine whether the Holding Company reported the correct number of qualifying eligible
subscribers on its 2017 Forms 497.1 DPG identified 3,725 instances for 2,061 subscribers where the subscriber
was claimed and was not identified as eligible in the applicable state database report. The variances identified
by state are as follows:
•

California – DPG obtained and analyzed the Holding Company’s subscriber data listed in the applicable
monthly California Weighted Average Report (WAR) to determine whether the Holding Company
reported the correct number of qualifying eligible subscribers on its 2017 Forms 497. DPG noted a
variance of 3,655 instances (2,034 subscribers) between the Form 497 submissions and the 2017 WARs
prepared by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC).

•

Texas – DPG obtained and analyzed the Low-Income Discount Administrator (LIDA) database to
determine whether the Holding Company reported the correct number of qualifying eligible subscribers
on its 2017 Forms 497. DPG noted a variance of 70 instances (27 subscribers) between the Form 497
submissions and the 2017 LIDA database information provided by the Public Utility Commission of Texas
(PUCT).

CAUSE
The Holding Company did not have an adequate system in place for removing subscribers from its Form 497
claim who were not identified as eligible by the state Public Utilities Commission (PUC).

EFFECT
Support Type

Monetary Effect

Lifeline – California
Lifeline – Texas
Total

Recommended Recovery

$33,809

$33,809

$648

$648

$34,457

$34,457

DPG calculated the monetary effect for California by multiplying the 3,655 instances where the 2,034
subscribers were claimed on the Form 497 and not identified as eligible on the WAR by the support amount
requested on the applicable 2017 Form 497 ($9.25) and rounded to the nearest whole dollar. The Holding
Company indicated in its responses to all 3,655 instances, that it previously identified an issue for the subscriber
and adjusted its support claim accordingly through a Form 497 adjustment(s) submitted subsequent to the
announcement of our audit.

1

See 47 C.F.R. §§ 54. 407(a), 417(a) (2016).
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DPG calculated the monetary effect for Texas by multiplying the 70 instances where the 27 subscribers were
claimed on the Form 497 and not identified as eligible on the LIDA report by the support amount requested on
the applicable 2017 Form 497 ($9.25) and rounded to the nearest whole dollar.

RECOMMENDATION
DPG recommends that USAC management seek recovery of the amount identified in the Effect section above
that has not already been repaid by the Holding Company. DPG also recommends that the Holding Company
implement an adequate system to remove subscribers from its Form 497 claim who are not identified as eligible
in the corresponding state database.

HOLDING COMPANY RESPONSE
As DPG indicates above, Global Connection Inc. of America d/b/a StandUp Wireless previously paid back the full
recommended recovery amount of $33,809 for California. Prior to the commencement of the audit, Global was
in the process of completing several revisions to our 497 files. For each consumer instance identified in this
portion of the audit, all funds were previously paid back in full. Global will provide documentation
demonstrating these downward revisions. Furthermore, the downward revisions were not completed because
of this audit, and these revisions were completed due to our own findings from internal audits.
Additionally, Global respectfully disagrees that 68 of the 70 instances of Texas subscribers that were not found
on the file. The 68 subscribers were listed on the file; however, these subscribers were listed for state funds
only. Texas does not pay state funds to wireless subscribers, so the inclusion of these subscribers from Solix was
superfluous and unnecessary. After Global completed research with Solix (Texas’ Third-Party Administrator),
Solix changed their process for all wireless carriers in April 2020 to remove non-federal consumers from the file.
These consumers were only able to receive state funds and should not have been included in the files received
from Texas in the first place. Global hopes that USAC and the Commission continues to diligent work with Texas
in identifying faulty processes.

DPG RESPONSE
Regarding the 68 Texas subscribers listed for state funds only, DPG coordinated its audit effort with the PUCT to
understand the methods by which eligible federal subscribers are determined. As provided for in Texas Admin
Code § 26.412(g)(2)(A)(iii) and (iv), the PUCT confirmed that final eligibility is determined via a process where
the Holding Company submits a file of residential customers for review by the LIDA each month. Upon
completion of its review, the LIDA provides an updated file identifying the subscribers eligible to receive support
for the applicable month. Accordingly, DPG conducted our analysis by comparing the subscriber listings
supporting the Holding Company’s federal Form 497 filings against monthly LIDA reports provided by the PUCT.
The listing provided by the PUCT only listed those subscribers who were eligible for federal Lifeline subsidy.
DPG presented the initial eligibility variances identified by our comparison to the Holding Company for review
on March 01, 2019 and received confirmation on May 31, 2019 that the Holding Company agreed with the
variances identified. DPG also presented the variances to the Holding Company on January 9, 2020 as part of
our fieldwork completion process and received no evidence indicating that these subscribers were eligible for
federal support. For the reasons above, we maintain our position that the Holding Company did not have an
adequate system in place for removing subscribers from its Form 497 claims who were not identified as eligible
for federal support by the state PUC, and that the 68 instances disputed by the Holding Company were not
identified as eligible for federal support in the applicable month on the 2017 LIDA reports prepared by the PUCT.
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Finding #2: 47 C.F.R. § 54.404(b) – Form 497 and NLAD Variance
CONDITION
DPG obtained and analyzed the Holding Company’s subscriber data in the National Lifeline Accountability
Database (NLAD) to determine whether the Holding Company reported the correct number of qualifying
subscribers on the Forms 497.2 Using the enrollment, transfer in, de-enrollment, and transfer out dates in
NLAD, DPG compared the subscribers identified as active in NLAD against the subscribers who were claimed on
the Forms 497 during the audit period. DPG identified 301 instances for 267 subscribers where a subscriber was
claimed and was not identified as active in NLAD for the month claimed. DPG also identified 85 instances for 56
subscribers where the subscriber was recorded in NLAD but was not listed under the same SAC for which they
were claimed.
For the 301 instances, DPG determined that 252 instances occurred in Kentucky SAC 269051, 19 instances
occurred in Louisiana SAC 279039, 14 instances occurred in GA SACs 229016 and 229022, 7 instances occurred in
North Carolina SAC 239021, 4 instances occurred in South Carolina SAC 249032, 3 instances occurred in
Maryland SAC 189015, 1 instance occurred in Alabama SAC 259028, and 1 instance occurred in Puerto Rico SAC
639013.
DPG further categorized the variances as follows:
Subscribers not Active in NLAD
Number of
Subscribers

Variance Category

Number of
Instances

Subscriber did not have a valid NLAD transaction.

159

186

Subscriber was enrolled in NLAD after the 1st day of the month.

108

115

Total

267

301

Subscribers Active under an Incorrect SAC in NLAD
Variance Category
Subscriber was claimed under South Carolina SAC 249032 but
was enrolled under South Carolina SAC 249018.
Subscriber was claimed under Georgia SAC 229016 but was
enrolled under Georgia SAC 229022.
Subscriber was claimed under Georgia SAC 229022 but was
enrolled under Michigan SAC 319030.
Subscriber was claimed under Mississippi SAC 289035 but was
enrolled under Louisiana SAC 279039.
Subscriber was claimed under Mississippi SAC 289035 but was
enrolled under North Carolina SAC 239021.
Subscriber was claimed under North Carolina SAC 239021 but
was enrolled under Georgia SAC 229016.
Total

2

Number of
Subscribers

Number of
Instances
50

73

2

6

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

56

85

See 47 C.F.R. §§ 54.404(b)(2), (6), (8), (10); 407(a); 417(a) (2016)
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The Holding Company is required to transmit requisite information for each new and existing Lifeline subscriber
to NLAD and correspondingly, to update its records for subscribers identified in NLAD as transferred.3 The
Holding Company must also report the number of qualifying subscribers on the Form 497 based on subscribers
who have met all requirements to be eligible for Lifeline Program support and for whom the Holding Company
provides Lifeline service.4

CAUSE
The Holding Company did not have an adequate system in place for monitoring NLAD data to report the correct
number of qualifying Lifeline subscribers on the Form 497.

EFFECT
Support Type

Monetary Effect

Lifeline

Recommended Recovery
$2,784

$2,784

DPG calculated the monetary effect by multiplying the 301 instances where the 267 subscribers were claimed on
the Form 497 and not listed as active in NLAD by the support amount requested on the applicable 2017 Form
497 ($9.25) and rounded to the nearest whole dollar. The Holding Company indicated in its responses to 262 of
the instances, that it previously identified an issue for the subscriber and adjusted its support claim accordingly
through a Form 497 adjustment(s) submitted subsequent to the announcement of our audit.
There is no monetary effect for the 85 instances where the 56 subscribers were recorded in NLAD under the
incorrect SAC as these subscribers were recorded in NLAD. However, recording subscribers under the incorrect
SAC in NLAD diminishes the capability to use NLAD as a reconciling tool.

RECOMMENDATION
DPG recommends that USAC management seek recovery of the amount identified in the Effect section above
that has not already been repaid by the Holding Company. DPG is aware that the current Form 497 claims
process has been revised. Therefore, we make no recommendation regarding the NLAD monitoring process.

HOLDING COMPANY RESPONSE
Global echoes our response to the first finding above. Prior to the commencement of the audit, Global was in
the process of completing a number of revisions to our 497 files. For each consumer and instance identified in
this portion of the audit, all funds were previously paid back in full. Furthermore, the downward revisions were
not completed as a result of this audit, and these revisions were completed due to our findings in our own
internal audits as Global is fully committed to compliance.
For the remaining consumers that Global did not complete a downward revision on the 497, Global
acknowledges the findings. Global Connections implemented a robust daily NLAD reconciliation in 2018 to
ensure the fullest compliance with all applicable systems. This process verifies and confirms all customer deenrollments made via the carrier, NLAD, and/or the state’s third party administrator. Additionally, all
enrollments are reconciled between Global Connection’s OSS Vendor system, the National Verifier, the state
administrator, and the NLAD (where applicable). This current process ensures Global Connections is in full
compliance with the Commission’s NLAD rules detailed in section 47 CFR §54.404(b).
3
4

See 47 C.F.R. § 54.404(b)(2), (6), (8), (10) (2016)
See 47 C.F.R. § 54.407(a) (2016)
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Effective with the January 2018 data month, Global Connection reimbursement claims only subscribers included
on the Monthly NLAD Snapshot Report. Furthermore, effective with the December 2020 Hard Launch of
California and Texas in the National Verifier and NLAD systems, Global only claims federal reimbursement for
eligible subscribers listed in the Lifeline Claims System (LCS).

Finding #3: 47 C.F.R. § 54.417(a) – Lack of Documentation: One-Per-Household
Documentation
CONDITION
DPG requested one-per-household (OPH) documentation for a statistically valid sample of 271 subscribers, and a
statistically valid sample of 216 subscribers at addresses where 10 or more subscribers reside.5 The Holding
Company was not able to provide support for 15 of the 271 sampled subscribers or 22 of the 216 sampled
subscribers. Without one-per household documentation for these subscribers, DPG cannot conclude that the
subscribers were eligible to receive Lifeline Program support.6
For the 37 missing forms, DPG determined that 19 forms were for Texas SAC 449073, 6 forms were for Arizona
SAC 459016, 4 forms were for Puerto Rico SAC 639013, 3 forms were for Georgia SAC 229022, 3 forms were for
Nebraska SAC 379025, and 2 forms were for Maryland SAC 189015.

CAUSE
The Holding Company did not have adequate data retention procedures to ensure the proper retention of
documentation to demonstrate subscribers made the required one-per-household certifications. The Holding
Company indicated in its response to our sample request that certain forms were lost or compromised during its
OSS migration.

EFFECT
Support Type

Monetary Effect

Lifeline

Recommended Recovery
$1,332

$1,332

DPG calculated the 2017 monetary effect by first determining the number of instances (months) in 2017 the
Holding Company claimed the 37 subscribers. DPG identified a total of 144 such instances. DPG multiplied the
144 instances by the support amount requested on the applicable 2017 Form 497 ($9.25) and rounded to the
nearest whole dollar.
Extrapolation of Improperly Claimed Reimbursement
As summarized in the chart below, the sample findings were extrapolated to the population of 7,864 subscribers
identified at an OPH address during 2017 to develop an estimated number of subscribers with missing
documentation:

5
6

See 47 C.F.R. § 54.417(a) (2016).
See 47 C.F.R. §§ 54.400(h), 404(b)(3), 409(c), 410 (g) (2016); see also Lifeline Reform Order, at paragraph 78 (2012).
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Lower Bound with 90%
Confidence

Point Estimate with 90%
Confidence

Upper Bound with 90%
Confidence

338 subscribers

535 subscribers

731 subscribers

Given the average Monetary Effect of $36.00 per subscriber ($1,332/37 subscribers) and the Point Estimate
above, the Extrapolated Value was calculated as $19,260.

RECOMMENDATION
DPG recommends that USAC management seek recovery of the amount identified in the Effect section above.
DPG also recommends that the Holding Company implement policies and procedures to establish a
documentation retention process that allows it to respond fully to audit documentation requests in compliance
with the Rules.

HOLDING COMPANY RESPONSE
Global recognizes the findings. Global maintains that we obtained the One Per Household rule as required;
nevertheless, the subscriber’s one per house hold form cannot currently be located. Global Connections has
implemented policies and procedures to ensure we are fully in compliance with the Commission’s One Per
Household rules defined in 47 CFR §54.404(b)(1) and §54.404(b)(3).
Additionally, Global Connection has further expanded the company’s document retention policies and
procedures to ensure compliance with 47 C.F.R. § 54.417(a).
Finally, Global takes compliance very seriously, and we hold our company and our representatives to the highest
standards. While Global works diligently on a daily basis to ensure that our robust processes and procedures
will eventually lead to audits with zero findings, we are relieved that the applicable recovery amounts equates to
.0008% of the funds disbursed to Global in 2017.
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CRITERIA

#1, #2

Criteria
47 C.F.R. § 54.407(a)
(2016)

#1, #2,
#3

47 C.F.R. § 54.417(a)
(2016)

#2

47 C.F.R. §
54.404(b)(2), (6), (8),
(10) (2016)

#3

47 C.F.R. § 54.400(h)
(2016)

Description
“Universal service support for providing Lifeline shall be provided
directly to an eligible telecommunications carrier based on the number
of actual qualifying low-income consumers it serves directly as of the
first day of the month.”
“Eligible telecommunications carriers must maintain records to
document compliance with all Commission and state requirements
governing the Lifeline and Tribal Link Up program for the three full
preceding calendar years and provide that documentation to the
Commission or Administrator upon request. Eligible
telecommunications carriers must maintain the documentation
required in … [47 C.F.R.] § 54.404(b)(11), 54.410(b), 54.410(c),
54.410(d), and 54.410(f) for as long as the subscriber receives Lifeline
service from that eligible telecommunications carrier, but for no less
than the three full preceding calendar years.”
“(b) The National Lifeline Accountability Database. In order to receive
Lifeline support, eligible telecommunications carriers operating in
states that have not provided the Commission with approved valid
certification pursuant to paragraph (a) of this section must comply with
the following requirements: …
(2) If the Database indicates that a prospective subscriber, who is not
seeking to port his or her telephone number, is currently receiving a
Lifeline service, the eligible telecommunications carrier must not
provide and shall not seek or receive Lifeline reimbursement for that
subscriber....
(6) Eligible telecommunications carriers must transmit to the
Database in a format prescribed by the Administrator each new and
existing Lifeline subscriber’s full name; full residential address; date
of birth and the last four digits of the subscriber’s Social Security
number or Tribal Identification number, if the subscriber is a
member of a Tribal nation and does not have a Social Security
number; the telephone number associated with the Lifeline service;
the date on which the Lifeline service was initiated; the date on
which the Lifeline service was terminated, if it has been terminated;
the amount of support being sought for that subscriber; and the
means through which the subscriber qualified for Lifeline….
(8) All eligible telecommunications carriers must update an existing
Lifeline subscriber’s information in the Database within ten business
days of receiving any change to that information, except as described
in paragraph (b)(10) of this section….
(10) When an eligible telecommunications carrier de-enrolls a
subscriber, it must transmit to the Database the date of Lifeline
service de-enrollment within one business day of de-enrollment.”
“A ‘household’ is any individual or group of individuals who are living
together at the same address as one economic unit. A household may
include related and unrelated persons. An ‘economic unit’ consists of all
adult individuals contributing to and sharing in the income and
expenses of a household. An adult is any person eighteen years or
older. If an adult has no or minimal income, and lives with someone
who provides financial support to him/her, both people shall be
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#3

47 C.F.R. §
54.404(b)(3) (2016)

#3

47 C.F.R. § 54.409I
(2016)

#3

47 C.F.R. § 54.410(g)
(2016)

#3

Lifeline and Link Up
Reform and
Modernization, Lifeline
and Link Up, FederalState Joint Board on
Universal Service,
Advancing Broadband
Availability Through
Digital Literacy
Training, WC Docket
No. 11-42 et. al.,
Report and Order and
Further Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking,
27 FCC Rcd 6656, 6691,
para. 78 (2012) (Lifeline
Reform Order)

Description
considered part of the same household. Children under the age of
eighteen living with their parents or guardians are considered to be part
of the same household as their parents or guardians.”
“If the [National Lifeline Accountability] Database indicates that another
individual at the prospective subscriber’s residential address is currently
receiving a Lifeline service, the eligible telecommunications carrier must
not seek and will not receive Lifeline reimbursement for providing
service to that prospective subscriber, unless the prospective subscriber
has certified, pursuant to [47 C.F.R.] §54.410(d) that to the best of his
or her knowledge, no one in his or her household is already receiving a
Lifeline service.”
“In addition to meeting the qualifications provided in paragraph (a) or
(b) of this section, in order to constitute a qualifying low-income
consumer, a consumer must not already be receiving a Lifeline service,
and there must not be anyone else in the subscriber’s household
subscribed to a Lifeline service.”
“The prospective subscriber will complete a form certifying compliance
with the one-per-household rule upon initial enrollment. Such form will
provide an explanation of the one-per-household rule; include a check
box that the applicant can mark to indicate that he or she lives at an
address occupied by multiple households; a space for the applicant to
certify that he or she shares an address with other adults who do not
contribute income to the applicant’s household and share in the
household’s expenses or benefit from the applicant's income; and the
penalty for consumer's failure to make the required one-per-household
certification, i.e. de-enrollment. At re-certification, if there are changes
to the subscriber's household that would prevent the subscriber from
accurately certifying to § 54.410(d)(3)(vi), then the subscriber must
complete a new One-Per-Household Worksheet. If a Federal One Per
Household Form is available, entities enrolling subscribers must use
such form.”
“As explained below in the database section, upon receiving an
application for Lifeline support, all ETCs must check the duplicates
database to determine whether an individual at the applicant’s
residential address is currently receiving Lifeline-supported service. The
ETC must also search its own internal records to ensure that it does not
already provide Lifeline-supported service to someone at that
residential address. If nobody at the residential address is currently
receiving Lifeline-supported service, the ETC may initiate Lifeline service
after determining that the household is otherwise eligible to receive
Lifeline and obtaining all required certifications from the household. If
the ETC determines that an individual at the applicant’s residential
address is currently receiving Lifeline-supported service, the ETC must
take an additional step to ensure that the applicant and the current
subscriber are part of different households. To enable applicants to
make this demonstration, the ETC must require applicants to complete
and submit to the ETC a written document, to be developed by USAC as
discussed below, containing the following: (1) an explanation of the
Commission’s one-per-household rule; (2) a check box that an applicant
can mark to indicate that he or she lives at an address occupied by
multiple households; (3) a space for the applicant to certify that he or
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she shares an address with other adults who do not contribute income
to the applicant’s household and share in the household’s expenses or
benefit from the applicant’s income, pursuant to the definition we
adopt here today; and (4) the penalty for a consumer’s failure to make
the required one-per-household certification (i.e., de-enrollment). All
ETCs must collect the completed document upon initial program
enrollment from those consumers who apply for Lifeline using a
residential address that the ETC determines is already receiving Lifelinesupported service.”
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

April 2, 2021
Rodney Thiemann
Senior Director – Regulatory Finances
Great Plains Communications Inc.
1600 Great Plains Centre
Blair, Nebraska, 68008
Dear Mr. Thiemann:
The Universal Service Administrative Company (USAC or Administrator) Audit and Assurance Division (AAD)
audited the compliance of Great Plains Communications (Beneficiary), for all study area codes (SACs) where
the Beneficiary claimed subscribers during the calendar year 2018, using the regulations and orders governing
the federal Universal Service Low Income Support Mechanism (also known as the Lifeline Program), set forth
in 47 C.F.R. Part 54, as well as other program requirements, including any state-mandated Lifeline
requirements (collectively, the Rules). Compliance with the Rules is the responsibility of the Beneficiary’s
management. AAD’s responsibility is to make a determination regarding the Beneficiary’s compliance with
the Rules based on our limited scope performance audit.
AAD conducted the audit in accordance with Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS)
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States (2011 Revision, as amended). Those standards require
that AAD plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis
for its findings and conclusions based on the audit objectives. The audit included examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the data used to calculate support, as well as performing other procedures we
considered necessary to form a conclusion. The evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for AAD’s
findings and conclusions based on the audit objectives.
Based on the test work performed, our examination disclosed two detailed audit findings (Findings) discussed
in the Audit Results and Recovery Action section. For the purpose of this report, a Finding is a condition that
shows evidence of non-compliance with the Rules that were in effect during the audit period.
Certain information may have been omitted from this report concerning communications with USAC
management or other officials and/or details about internal operating processes or investigations. This report
is intended solely for the use of USAC, the Beneficiary, and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
and should not be used by those who have not agreed to the procedures and taken responsibility for the
sufficiency of those procedures for their purposes. This report is not confidential and may be released to a
requesting third party.
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We appreciate the cooperation and assistance extended by your staff during the audit.

Sincerely,

Jeanette Santana Gonzalez
Senior Director, Audit and Assurance Division
cc: Radha Sekar, USAC Chief Executive Officer
James Lee, USAC Vice President, Lifeline Division
Teleshia Delmar, USAC Vice President, Audit and Assurance Division
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AUDIT RESULTS AND RECOVERY ACTION

Audit Results
Finding #1: 47 C.F.R. § 54.417(a) – Lack of
Documentation: Subscriber Certification,
Recertification and Eligibility
Documentation. The Beneficiary did not
provide all the requested documentation.
Finding #2: 47 C.F.R. §§ 54.410(c)–(d) –
Improper Certification and Recertification
Documentation Disclosures and Eligibility
Criteria. The certification forms used by the
Beneficiary did not contain the required
disclosures and contained incorrect eligibility
criteria.
Total Net Monetary Effect

Monetary Effect
(A)
$8,666

Overlapping
Exceptions 1
(B)
$0

Recommended
Recovery
(A) - (B)
$8,666

$865

$124

$741

$9,531

$124

$9,407

USAC MANAGEMENT RESPONSE
USAC management concurs with the audit results and will seek recovery of the Lifeline Program support
amount noted in the chart above. USAC management will issue a separate memorandum to the Beneficiary
to address the audit results.
PURPOSE, SCOPE AND PROCEDURES

PURPOSE

The purpose of our audit was to determine whether the Beneficiary complied with the Rules.

SCOPE

The following chart summarizes the Lifeline Program support the Beneficiary received based on its Lifeline
Claim System (LCS) submissions for the calendar year 2018 (the audit period):
SAC Number
371577

Note:

State/Territory
NE

Support Type
Lifeline

Number of
Subscribers
3,149

Amount of
Support
$31,833

The amount of support reflects disbursements as of the commencement of the audit.

1

If the Beneficiary files an appeal and is successful, USAC will discontinue recovery efforts for the finding(s) that were
resolved by the appeal decision. If there is overlapping recovery (i.e., recovery that is included in two or more findings),
the overlapping recovery will be recovered based on the finding(s) that were not resolved by the appeal decision.
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BACKGROUND

The Beneficiary is an incumbent eligible telecommunications carrier (ETC) that operates in the state identified
in the Scope table above.

PROCEDURES

AAD performed the following procedures:
A. Lifeline Claim System
AAD obtained and examined the Beneficiary’s LCS submission for accuracy by comparing the amounts
reported to the National Lifeline Accountability Database (NLAD) and the Beneficiary’s data files. AAD
used computer assisted auditing techniques to analyze the data files to determine whether:
• The total number of subscribers agreed to what was reported on the LCS submission and in NLAD or
the comparable state database for the same month.
• The data file contained subscribers who resided outside of the Beneficiary’s ETC-designated service
area.
• The data file contained duplicate subscribers.
• The data file contained deceased subscribers.
• The data file contained transferred subscribers.
• The data file contained blank telephone numbers/addresses or business names/addresses.
• Lifeline Program support was provided to subscribers whose lines were activated after the audit
period.
• Lifeline Program support was provided to subscribers whose lines were disconnected prior to the audit
period.
B. Program Eligibility, Certification and Recertification Process
AAD obtained an understanding of the Beneficiary’s enrollment, program eligibility, certification, and
recertification processes relating to the Lifeline Program to determine whether the Beneficiary complied
with the Rules. AAD also requested certification and/or recertification documentation and examined
forms when provided for 60 subscribers to determine whether the subscribers were eligible to receive
Lifeline Program discounts.
C. Lifeline Subscriber Discounts
AAD obtained and examined documentation to demonstrate the pass through of Lifeline Program support
for 60 subscribers.
D. Form 555
AAD obtained and examined the Beneficiary’s FCC Form 555 (Form 555) for accuracy by comparing the
amounts reported to the Beneficiary’s data files.
E. Minimum Service Standard

AAD obtained and examined the Beneficiary’s evidence of the level of service provided for 60 subscribers
to determine whether the Beneficiary provided eligible services that meet the minimum service standards
and complied with the Rules.
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DETAILED AUDIT FINDINGS

Finding #1: 47 C.F.R. § 54.417(a) – Lack of Documentation: Subscriber Certification,
Recertification and Eligibility Documentation
CONDITION

AAD requested certification or re-certification forms and proof of eligibility for a non-statistical sample of 60
subscribers, 2 as applicable, to determine whether the subscribers were eligible to receive the Lifeline program
support claimed by the Beneficiary. The Beneficiary did not provide the requested documentation for seven
out of the 60 subscribers, as detailed below:
Documentation
Re-certification form not provided
Documentation to confirm Third Party Identity Verification (TPIV) flag 3
not provided
Copy of subscriber’s proof of eligibility not provided
Total No. of Affected Subscribers

Number of Affected Subscriber
Documentation
4
2
1
7

Because the Beneficiary did not provide certification or recertification, and eligibility documentation, AAD
concludes the seven subscribers were not eligible to receive the Lifeline support claimed by the Beneficiary. 4

CAUSE

The Beneficiary did not have adequate documentation or data retention procedures to ensure the proper
retention of certification or recertification forms, and proof of eligibility to demonstrate that subscribers
completed the required certifications and presented the required eligibility documentation at application, or
recertification form at the anniversary date. The Beneficiary informed AAD that it could not determine the
specific reason the documentation could not be located. 5

EFFECT

AAD calculated the monetary effect for this finding by determining the number of instances (months) the
Beneficiary claimed Lifeline support for the seven subscribers subsequent to the subscriber’s Lifeline start

AAD selected non-statistical sample of 60 subscribers. For 46 subscribers, the certification/re-certification process was
the responsibility of Nebraska Public Service Commission (NPSC) and these subscribers were eligible based on NPSC
documentation. The remaining 14 subscribers were certified or re-certified by the Beneficiary and the results are
included herein. For TPIV testing, of the 60 subscribers in the sample, 13 subscribers were determined to have TPIV flags
and the results are included herein.
3
A TPIV flag occurs during the application process if Lifeline program cannot confirm the identity of the subscriber based
upon the data provided the subscriber (i.e., first and last name, address, date of birth, or last four of social security
number). To clear the TPIV flag, the beneficiary must collect documentation from the subscriber to resolve the error
message and retain copies of what was examined.
4
See 47 C.F.R. §§54.404 (b)(11), 54.410(b), 54.410 (c), 54.410(d), and 54.410(f) (2017).
5
Beneficiary response to audit inquiries, received Nov. 6, 2020.
2
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date as noted in the National Lifeline Accountability Database (NLAD) until December 31, 2018. AAD identified
a total of 359 such instances. AAD multiplied the 359 instances by the Lifeline support amount reimbursed to
the Beneficiary ($9.25 or $24.70) rounded to the nearest whole dollar. AAD summarized the results below:

Support Type
Lifeline (Non-Tribal and Tribal)

Monetary Effect and Recommended
Recovery
$8,666

RECOMMENDATION
AAD recommends that USAC Management seek recovery of the amount identified in the Effect section above.
The Beneficiary is responsible to implement policies, procedures and controls to ensure they retain adequate
records that demonstrated their compliance with the Rules. USAC designed the National Verifier system to
ensure that documentation is maintained where necessary, for subscribers who enroll/recertify in the Lifeline
program after the system has been launched in the state. In addition, the Beneficiary may learn more about
documentation and reporting requirements on USAC’s website at https://www.usac.org/about/appealsaudits/beneficiary-and-contributor-audit-program-bcap/common-audit-findings-lifeline-program/.

BENEFICIARY RESPONSE
Great Plains has implemented policies, additional procedures, and controls to keep adequate records to
comply with the Lifeline rules. Great Plains has reviewed these policies and procedures with their staff and
ask that they review the “Common Audit Findings: Lifeline Program” on the USAC website as well as the
“Customer Eligibility and Recertification Requirements” also on the USAC website.
Great Plains has provided the following information to its staff to assist with proper documentation and
recordkeeping on a go-forward basis.
• Document, document, document. Retain appropriate and adequate documentation to support filings,
eligibility requirements, data, etc. FCC rules require most beneficiaries to keep documentation for a set
number of years (e.g. five years from disbursement). Great Plains needs to retain documentation for as
long as the subscriber receives Lifeline service from the service provider, but for no less than the three full
preceding calendar years.
• Get organized. Organize your documentation and filings in a logical manner so that transition of
responsibilities is seamless.
• Provide sufficient detail on all bills, invoices, and communications with vendors/applicants.
• Review data reported for accuracy prior to submitting it to USAC. Check the specifics.
• Ask questions about documentation or data or program requirements. Use USAC as a resource
throughout the year.
• Report data in a timely manner.

Finding #2: 47 C.F.R. § 54.410(c) – (d) – Improper Certification and Recertification
Documentation Disclosures and Eligibility Criteria
CONDITION

AAD obtained and examined certification or recertification documentation for a non-statistical sample of 6
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subscribers 6 to determine whether the certification/recertification documentation included the proper
disclosures and the subscriber completed the required certifications. For all 6 subscribers, the Beneficiary
used one of two different certification/recertification forms that omitted disclosures and contained incorrect
eligibility criteria as identified below:

Omitted Disclosures and Incorrect Eligibility Criteria
“(3) The form provided by the entity enrolling subscribers shall require
each prospective subscriber to initial his or her acknowledgement of
each of the certifications in paragraphs (d)(3)(i) through (viii) of this
section individually and under penalty of perjury:”
The certification form used included income guidelines that had not
been updated for 2018 levels 7
Total No. of Affected Subscribers 8

No. of Affected Subscriber
Certification/Recertification
Documentation
6

4
6

The Beneficiary must list all of the required disclosures on the subscriber certification/recertification
documentation. Because the certification/recertification documentation did not contain all the required
language and eligibility criteria stipulated in the rules, the subscribers did not complete the required
certifications and recertifications. Therefore, AAD concludes the six subscribers were not eligible to receive
the Lifeline support claimed by the Beneficiary.

CAUSE

The Beneficiary did not demonstrate sufficient knowledge of the Rules governing its compliance with the
required disclosures. The Beneficiary indicated that there were requirement oversights on their behalf and
are currently using the proper forms. 9

EFFECT

AAD calculated the monetary effect for this finding by determining the number of instances (months) the
Beneficiary claimed Lifeline support for the six subscribers subsequent to the subscriber’s Lifeline start date
as noted in the National Lifeline Accountability Database (NLAD) until December 31, 2018. AAD identified a
total of 35 such instances. AAD multiplied the 35 instances by the Lifeline support amount reimbursed to the
Beneficiary ($24.70) rounded to the nearest whole dollar. AAD summarized the results below:

AAD selected non-statistical sample of 44 subscribers. For 34 subscribers the certification/recertification process was
the responsibility of Nebraska Public Service Commission (NPSC) and these subscribers were eligible based on NPSC
documentation. The remaining 10 subscribers were certified or re-certified by the Beneficiary; however, the Beneficiary
did not provide four re-certification forms (refer to results included in Finding #1: Lack of Documentation: Subscriber
Certification, Recertification and Eligibility Documentation). Results of the six subscribers are included herein.
7
See 47 C.F.R. § 54.409(a) (2017).
8
Documentation for each subscriber certification or recertification may omit multiple disclosures. Therefore, one
certification or recertification may be included in multiple rows in the table above.
9
Beneficiary response to audit inquiries, received Nov. 6, 2020.
6
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Support Type
Lifeline (Tribal)

Monetary Effect
(A)
$865

Overlapping Exceptions
(B)
$124

Recommended Recovery 10
(A) – (B)
$741

RECOMMENDATION

AAD recommends that USAC Management seek recovery of the recommended recovery amount identified in
the Effect section above. Until the launch of the National Verifier in the state, the Beneficiary was responsible
to employ the use of the Lifeline Application and Recertification forms to obtain the proper certifications from
its subscribers. USAC designed the National Verifier system to ensure that subscribers who enroll in the
Lifeline program properly complete the forms (including the required disclosures) after the system has been
launched in the state. Further, the Beneficiary may learn more about Lifeline subscriber certification and
recertification disclosure requirements on USAC’s website at http://www.usac.org/li/programrequirements/verify-eligibility/record-keeping-requirements.aspx.

BENEFICIARY RESPONSE
Great Plains has the recent updated federal Lifeline application (FCC Form 5629) and recertification form (FCC
Form 5630) in their office as well as their staff have been provided the USAC website:
https://www.usac.org/lifeline/additional-requirements/forms/ for future reference.
This link has also been provided to staff for record keeping guidelines.
https://www.usac.org/lifeline/additional-requirements/record-keeping/

To prevent double-recovery, the recommended recovery amount is less than the monetary effect given that $124
overlaps with the recommended recovery in Finding #1.
10
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CRITERIA
Finding
#1

Criteria
47 C.F.R. § 54.417(a)
(2017)

#1

47 C.F.R. §
54.404(b)(11) (2017)

#1

47 C.F.R. § 54.410(b)
(2017)

Description
Eligible telecommunications carriers must maintain records to
document compliance with all Commission and state requirements
governing the Lifeline and Tribal Link Up program for the three full
preceding calendar years and provide that documentation to the
Commission or Administrator upon request. Eligible
telecommunications carriers must maintain the documentation
required in §§ 54.404 (b)(11), 54.410(b), 54.410 (c), 54.410(d), and
54.410(f) for as long as the subscriber receives Lifeline service from
that eligible telecommunications carrier, but for no less than the
three full preceding calendar years.
The National Lifeline Accountability Database.
In order to receive Lifeline support, eligible telecommunications
carriers operating in states that have not provided the Commission
with approved valid certification pursuant to paragraph (a) of this
section must comply with the following requirements:
(11) All eligible telecommunications carriers must securely retain
subscriber documentation that the ETC reviewed to verify subscriber
eligibility, for the purposes of production during audits or
investigations or to the extent required by NLAD processes, which
require, inter alia, verification of eligibility, identity, address, and age.
Initial income-based eligibility determination.
(1) Except where the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator or
other state agency is responsible for the initial determination of a
subscriber's eligibility, when a prospective subscriber seeks to qualify
for Lifeline using the income-based eligibility criteria provided for in
§54.409(a)(1) an eligible telecommunications carrier:
(i) Must not seek reimbursement for providing Lifeline to a
subscriber, unless the carrier has received a certification of
eligibility from the prospective subscriber that complies with the
requirements set forth in paragraph (d) of this section and has
confirmed the subscriber's income-based eligibility using the
following procedures:
(A) If an eligible telecommunications carrier can determine a
prospective subscriber's income-based eligibility by accessing
one or more databases containing information regarding the
subscriber's income (“income databases”), the eligible
telecommunications carrier must access such
income databases and determine whether the prospective
subscriber qualifies for Lifeline.
(B) If an eligible telecommunications carrier cannot
determine a prospective subscriber's income-based eligibility
by accessing income databases, the eligible
telecommunications carrier must review documentation that
establishes that the prospective subscriber meets the incomeeligibility criteria set forth in §54.409(a)(1). Acceptable
documentation of income eligibility includes the prior year's
state, federal, or Tribal tax return; current income statement
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Finding

#1, 2

Criteria

47 C.F.R. § 54.410(c)
(2017)

Description
from an employer or paycheck stub; a Social Security
statement of benefits; a Veterans Administration statement of
benefits; a retirement/pension statement of benefits; an
Unemployment/Workers' Compensation statement of benefit;
federal or Tribal notice letter of participation in General
Assistance; or a divorce decree, child support award, or other
official document containing income information. If the
prospective subscriber presents documentation of income
that does not cover a full year, such as current pay stubs, the
prospective subscriber must present the same type of
documentation covering three consecutive months within the
previous twelve months.
(ii) Must securely retain copies of documentation demonstrating a
prospective subscriber's income-based eligibility for Lifeline
consistent with §54.417, except to the extent such documentation
is retained by the National Verifier.
(2) Where the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or
other state agency is responsible for the initial determination of a
subscriber's eligibility, an eligible telecommunications carrier must
not seek reimbursement for providing Lifeline service to a subscriber,
based on that subscriber's income eligibility, unless the carrier has
received from the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or
other state agency:
(i) Notice that the prospective subscriber meets the incomeeligibility criteria set forth in § 54.409(a)(1); and
(ii) If a state Lifeline administrator or other state agency is
responsible for the initial determination of a subscriber's
eligibility, a copy of the subscriber's certification that complies
with the requirements set forth in paragraph (d) of this section
(iii) An eligible telecommunications carrier must securely retain
all information and documentation provided by
the state Lifeline administrator or other state agency consistent
with § 54.417.
Initial program-based eligibility determination.
(1) Except in states where the National Verifier, state Lifeline
administrator, or other state agency is responsible for the initial
determination of a subscriber's program-based eligibility, when a
prospective subscriber seeks to qualify for Lifeline service using the
program-based criteria set forth in § 54.409(a)(2) or (b),” an
eligible telecommunications carrier:
(i) Must not seek reimbursement for providing Lifeline to a
subscriber unless the carrier has received a certification of
eligibility from the subscriber that complies with the requirements
set forth in paragraph (d) of this section and has confirmed the
subscriber's program-based eligibility using the following
procedures:
(A) If the eligible telecommunications carrier can determine a
prospective subscriber's program-based eligibility for Lifeline
Page 10 of 15
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Finding

Criteria

Description
by accessing one or more databases containing information
regarding enrollment in qualifying assistance programs
(“eligibility databases”), the eligible telecommunications
carrier must access such eligibility databases to determine
whether the prospective subscriber qualifies for Lifeline
based on participation in a qualifying assistance program; or
(B) If an eligible telecommunications carrier cannot
determine a prospective subscriber's program-based
eligibility for Lifeline by accessing eligibility databases,
the eligible telecommunications carrier must review
documentation demonstrating that a prospective subscriber
qualifies for Lifeline under the program-based eligibility
requirements. Acceptable documentation of program
eligibility includes the current or prior year's statement of
benefits from a qualifying assistance program, a notice or
letter of participation in a qualifying assistance program,
program participation documents, or another official
document demonstrating that the prospective subscriber,
one or more of the prospective subscriber's dependents or
the prospective subscriber's household receives benefits
from a qualifying assistance program.
(ii) Must securely retain copies of the documentation
demonstrating a subscriber's program-based eligibility for
Lifeline, consistent with § 54.417, except to the extent such
documentation is retained by the National Verifier.
(2) Where the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or
other state agency is responsible for the initial determination of a
subscriber's eligibility, when a prospective subscriber seeks to qualify
for Lifeline service using the program-based eligibility criteria
provided in § 54.409(a)(2) or (b), an eligible telecommunications
carrier must not seek reimbursement for providing Lifeline to a
subscriber unless the carrier has received from the National
Verifier, state Lifeline administrator or other state agency:

#1

47 C.F.R. § 54.410(f)
(2017)

(i) Notice that the subscriber meets the program-based
eligibility criteria set forth in § 54.409(a)(2) or (b); and
(ii) If a state Lifeline administrator or other state agency is
responsible for the initial determination of a subscriber's
eligibility, a copy of the subscriber's certification that complies
with the requirements set forth in paragraph (d) of this section.
(iii) An eligible telecommunications carrier must securely retain
all information and documentation provided by
the state Lifeline administrator or other state agency consistent
with § 54.417.
Annual eligibility re-certification process.
(1) All eligible telecommunications carriers must annually re-certify
all subscribers, except for subscribers in states where the National
Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or other state agency is
Page 11 of 15
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Finding

Criteria

Description
responsible for the annual re-certification of subscribers' Lifeline
eligibility.
(2) In order to re-certify a subscriber's eligibility, an eligible
telecommunications carrier must confirm a subscriber's current
eligibility to receive Lifeline by:
(i) Querying the appropriate eligibility databases, confirming that
the subscriber still meets the program-based eligibility
requirements for Lifeline, and documenting the results of that
review; or
(ii) Querying the appropriate income databases, confirming that
the subscriber continues to meet the income-based eligibility
requirements for Lifeline, and documenting the results of that
review.
(iii) If the subscriber's program-based or income-based eligibility
for Lifeline cannot be determined by accessing one or more
eligibility databases, then the eligible telecommunications
carrier must obtain a signed certification from the subscriber
confirming the subscriber's continued eligibility. If the
subscriber's eligibility was previously confirmed through an
eligibility database during enrollment or a prior recertification and
the subscriber is no longer included in any eligibility database,
the eligible telecommunications carrier must obtain both an
Annual Recertification Form and documentation meeting the
requirements of paragraph (b)(1)(i)(B) or (c)(1)(i)(B) from that
subscriber to complete the process. Eligible telecommunications
carriers must use the Wireline Competition Bureau-approved
universal Annual Recertification Form, except
where state law, state regulation, a state Lifeline administrator, or
a state agency requires eligible telecommunications carriers to
use state-specific Lifeline recertification forms.
(iv) In states in which the National Verifier has been implemented,
the eligible telecommunications carrier cannot re-certify
subscribers not found in the National Verifier by obtaining a
certification form from the subscriber.
(3) Where the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or
other state agency is responsible for re-certification of a subscriber's
Lifeline eligibility, the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator,
or state agency must confirm a subscriber's current eligibility to
receive a Lifeline service by:
(i) Querying the appropriate eligibility databases, confirming that
the subscriber still meets the program-based eligibility
requirements for Lifeline, and documenting the results of that
review; or
(ii) Querying the appropriate income databases, confirming that
the subscriber continues to meet the income-based eligibility
requirements for Lifeline, and documenting the results of that
review.
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Finding

Criteria

Description
(iii) If the subscriber's program-based or income-based eligibility
for Lifeline cannot be determined by accessing one or more
eligibility databases, then the National
Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or state agency must obtain a
signed certification from the subscriber confirming the
subscriber's continued eligibility. If the subscriber's eligibility was
previously confirmed through an eligibility database during
enrollment or a prior recertification and the subscriber is no
longer included in any eligibility database, the National
Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or state agency must obtain
both an approved Annual Recertification Form and
documentation meeting the requirements of paragraph (b)(1)(i)(B)
or (c)(1)(i)(B) from that subscriber to complete the certification
process. Entities responsible for re-certification under this section
must use the Wireline Competition Bureau-approved universal
Annual Recertification Form, except
where state law, state regulation, a state Lifeline administrator, or
a state agency requires eligible telecommunications carriers to
use state-specific Lifeline recertification forms, or where the
National Verifier Recertification Form is required.
(4) Where the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or
other state agency is responsible for re-certification of subscribers'
Lifeline eligibility, the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or
other state agency must provide to each eligible telecommunications
carrier the results of its annual re-certification efforts with respect to
that eligible telecommunications carrier's subscribers.

#2

47 C.F.R. § 54.410(d)
(2017)

(5) If an eligible telecommunications carrier is unable to re-certify a
subscriber or has been notified by the National Verifier,
a state Lifeline administrator, or other state agency that it is unable to
re-certify a subscriber, the eligible telecommunications carrier must
comply with the de-enrollment requirements provided for in §
54.405(e)(4).
Eligibility certification form.
Eligible telecommunications carriers and state Lifeline administrators
or other state agencies that are responsible for the initial
determination of a subscriber's eligibility for Lifeline must provide
prospective subscribers Lifeline certification forms that provide the
information in paragraphs (d)(1) through (3) of this section in clear,
easily understood language. If a Federal eligibility certification form is
available, entities enrolling subscribers must use such form to enroll a
qualifying low-income consumer into the Lifeline program.
(1) The form provided by the entity enrolling subscribers must provide
the information in paragraphs (d)(1)(i) through (vi) of this section: (i)
Lifeline is a federal benefit and that willfully making false statements
to obtain the benefit can result in fines, imprisonment, de-enrollment
or being barred from the program; (ii) Only one Lifeline service is
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Finding

Criteria

Description
available per household; (iii) A household is defined, for purposes of
the Lifeline program, as any individual or group of individuals who live
together at the same address and share income and expenses; (iv) A
household is not permitted to receive Lifeline benefits from multiple
providers; (v) Violation of the one-per-household limitation
constitutes a violation of the Commission's rules and will result in the
subscriber's de-enrollment from the program; and (vi) Lifeline is a
non-transferable benefit and the subscriber may not transfer his or
her benefit to any other person.
(2) The form provided by the entity enrolling subscribers must require
each prospective subscriber to provide the information in paragraphs
(d)(2)(i) through (viii) of this section: (i) The subscriber's full name; (ii)
The subscriber's full residential address; (iii) Whether the subscriber's
residential address is permanent or temporary; (iv) The subscriber's
billing address, if different from the subscriber's residential address;
(v) The subscriber's date of birth; (vi) The last four digits of the
subscriber's social security number, or the subscriber's Tribal
identification number, if the subscriber is a member of a Tribal nation
and does not have a social security number; (vii) If the subscriber is
seeking to qualify for Lifeline under the program-based criteria, as set
forth in § 54.409, the name of the qualifying assistance program from
which the subscriber, his or her dependents, or his or her household
receives benefits; and (viii) If the subscriber is seeking to qualify for
Lifeline under the income-based criterion, as set forth in § 54.409, the
number of individuals in his or her household.
(3) The form provided by the entity enrolling subscribers shall require
each prospective subscriber to initial his or her acknowledgement of
each of the certifications in paragraphs (d)(3)(i) through (viii) of this
section individually and under penalty of perjury:(i) The subscriber
meets the income-based or program-based eligibility criteria for
receiving Lifeline, provided in § 54.409;(ii) The subscriber will notify
the carrier within 30 days if for any reason he or she no longer satisfies
the criteria for receiving Lifeline including, as relevant, if the
subscriber no longer meets the income-based or program-based
criteria for receiving Lifeline support, the subscriber is receiving more
than one Lifeline benefit, or another member of the subscriber's
household is receiving a Lifeline benefit.(iii) If the subscriber is
seeking to qualify for Lifeline as an eligible resident of Tribal lands, he
or she lives on Tribal lands, as defined in 54.400(e);(iv) If the
subscriber moves to a new address, he or she will provide that new
address to the eligible telecommunications carrier within 30 days;(v)
The subscriber's household will receive only one Lifeline service and,
to the best of his or her knowledge, the subscriber's household is not
already receiving a Lifeline service;(vi) The information contained in
the subscriber's certification form is true and correct to the best of his
or her knowledge,(vii) The subscriber acknowledges that providing
false or fraudulent information to receive Lifeline benefits is
punishable by law; and(viii) The subscriber acknowledges that the
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Finding

#2

Criteria

47 C.F.R. § 54.409(a)
(2017)

Description
subscriber may be required to re-certify his or her continued eligibility
for Lifeline at any time, and the subscriber's failure to re-certify as to
his or her continued eligibility will result in de-enrollment and the
termination of the subscriber's Lifeline benefits pursuant to
§ 54.405(e)(4).
To constitute a qualifying low-income consumer: (1) A consumer's
household income as defined in § 54.400(f) must be at or below 135%
of the Federal Poverty Guidelines for a household of that size; or(2)
The consumer, one or more of the consumer's dependents, or the
consumer's household must receive benefits from one of the
following federal assistance programs: Medicaid; Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program; Supplemental Security Income; Federal
Public Housing Assistance; or Veterans and Survivors Pension Benefit.

**This concludes the report**
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EXECUT IVE SUMMARY
March 30, 2021
Shawna Senger
Chief Financial Officer
North Dakota Telephone Company
211 22nd St. NW
Devils Lake, ND 58301
Dear Ms. Senger:
The Universal Service Administrative Company (USAC or Administrator) Audit and Assurance Division (AAD)
audited the compliance of North Dakota Telephone Company (Beneficiary) for all study area codes (SACs)
where the Beneficiary claimed subscribers during the calendar year 2018, using the regulations and orders
governing the federal Universal Service Low Income Support Mechanism (also known as the Lifeline Program),
set forth in 47 C.F.R. Part 54, as well as other program requirements, including any state-mandated Lifeline
requirements (collectively, the Rules). Compliance with the Rules is the responsibility of the Beneficiary’s
management. AAD’s responsibility is to make a determination regarding the Beneficiary’s compliance with
the Rules based on our limited scope performance audit.
AAD conducted the audit in accordance with Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS)
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States (2018 Revision, as amended). Those standards require
that AAD plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis
for its findings and conclusions based on the audit objectives. The audit included examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the data used to calculate support, as well as performing other procedures we
considered necessary to form a conclusion. The evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for AAD’s
findings and conclusions based on the audit objectives.
Based on the test work performed, our examination disclosed one detailed audit finding (Finding) discussed
in the Audit Results and Recovery Action section. For the purpose of this report, a Finding is a condition that
shows evidence of non-compliance with the Rules that were in effect during the audit period.
Certain information may have been omitted from this report concerning communications with USAC
management or other officials and/or details about internal operating processes or investigations. This report
is intended solely for the use of USAC, the Beneficiary, and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
and should not be used by those who have not agreed to the procedures and taken responsibility for the
sufficiency of those procedures for their purposes. This report is not confidential and may be released to a
requesting third party.
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We appreciate the cooperation and assistance extended by your staff during the audit.
Sincerely,

Jeanette Santana - Gonzalez
Senior Director, Audit and Assurance Division
cc: Radha Sekar, USAC Chief Executive Officer
James Lee, USAC Acting Vice President, Lifeline Division
Teleshia Delmar, USAC Vice President, Audit and Assurance Division
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AUDIT R ESULTS AND R ECO VERY ACTIO N

Audit Results
Finding #1: 47 C.F.R. 54.410(b)(1)(i) - Improper Certification
Completion. The Beneficiary did not have adequate systems in place for
collecting properly completed Lifeline certification forms from applicants
and accurately recording the information into the NLAD system.
Total Net Monetary Effect

Monetary Effect and
Recommended Recovery
$1,081

$1,081

USAC MANAGEMENT R ESPO NSE
USAC management concurs with the audit results and will seek recovery of the Lifeline Program support
amount noted in the chart above. USAC management will issue a separate memorandum to the Beneficiary
to address the audit results.
PUR PO SE, SCO PE AND PR O CEDUR ES

PURPOSE

The purpose of our audit was to determine whether the Beneficiary complied with the Rules.

SCOPE

The following chart summarizes the Lifeline Program support the Beneficiary received based on its Lifeline
Claims System (LCS) submissions for the calendar year 2018 (the audit period):

Note:

SAC Number

State/Territory

381447

ND

Support Type
Lifeline
Tribal Link Up
Total

Number of
Subscribers
3,819
17
3,836

Amount of
Support
$57,382
$646
$58,028

The amount of support reflects disbursements as of the commencement of the audit.

BACKGROUND

The Beneficiary is an incumbent eligible telecommunications carrier (ETC) that operates in the state/territory
identified in the Scope table above.

PROCEDURES

AAD performed the following procedures:
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A. Lifeline Claims System
AAD obtained and examined the Beneficiary’s LCS submissions for accuracy by comparing the amounts
reported to the National Lifeline Accountability Database (NLAD) and the Beneficiary’s data files. AAD
used computer assisted auditing techniques to analyze the data files to determine whether:
• The total number of subscribers agreed to what was reported on the LCS submissions and in NLAD or
the comparable state database for the same month.
• The data file contained subscribers who resided outside of the Beneficiary’s ETC-designated service
area.
• The data file contained duplicate subscribers.
• The data file contained deceased subscribers.
• The data file contained transferred subscribers.
• The data file contained blank telephone numbers/addresses or business names/addresses.
• Lifeline Program support was provided to subscribers whose lines were activated after the audit
period.
• Lifeline Program support was provided to subscribers whose lines were disconnected prior to the audit
period.
• The subscribers who received Tribal Link Up support also received Lifeline support.
• New Tribal subscribers who activated during the audit period received Tribal Link Up support.
B. Program Eligibility, Certification and Recertification Process
AAD obtained an understanding of the Beneficiary’s enrollment, program eligibility, certification, and
recertification processes relating to the Lifeline Program to determine whether the Beneficiary complied
with the Rules. AAD also requested certification and/or recertification documentation results and
examined the documentation, when provided, for 81 subscribers to determine whether the subscribers
were eligible to receive Lifeline Program discounts.
C. Lifeline Subscriber Discounts
AAD obtained and examined documentation to demonstrate the pass through of Lifeline Program support
for 59 subscribers.
D. Form 555
AAD obtained and examined the Beneficiary’s FCC Form 555 (Form 555) for accuracy by comparing the
amounts reported to the Beneficiary’s data files.
E. Minimum Service Standard
AAD obtained and examined the Beneficiary’s evidence of the level of service provided for 59 subscribers
to determine whether the Beneficiary provided eligible services that meet the minimum service standards
and complied with the Rules.
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DETAILED AUDIT FINDING

Finding #1: 47 C.F.R. § 54.410(b)(1)(i) – Improper Certification Completion
CONDITION

AAD obtained and examined certification documentation for a non-statistical sample of 46 new subscribers1
to determine whether the subscribers properly completed their certification form. For 12 of the 46 samples,
the subscribers failed to properly complete certain fields on their subscriber certification form as detailed
below:
Omitted Fields 2
A check in the box indicating whether the residential address was permanent or
temporary
Subscriber initials for disclosures
A check in the box indicating the subscriber lives on Tribal Lands where tribal
support was claimed
Date the certification form was completed
Errors
Date of Birth (DOB) on certification form did not match DOB in National Lifeline
Accountability Database (NLAD)
Total No. of Affected Subscribers 3

No. of Affected Forms
4
4
3
2
1
12

Because the subscribers did not properly complete the certification forms, AAD concludes the 12 subscribers
were not eligible to receive the Lifeline support claimed by the Beneficiary.

CAUSE

The Beneficiary did not have adequate systems in place for collecting properly completed Lifeline certification
forms from applicants and accurately recording the information into the NLAD. The Beneficiary explained
that the Customer Service Representative (CSR) did not check over the documentation thoroughly to make
sure all necessary fields were completed. 4

EFFECT

AAD calculated the monetary effect for this finding by determining the number of instances (months) the
Beneficiary claimed Lifeline support for the 12 subscribers subsequent to the subscriber’s Lifeline start date,
as noted in the NLAD, until December 31, 2018. AAD identified a total of 58 instances, 32 instances for Non-

AAD selected a non-statistical sample of 81 subscribers, of which 35 subscribers were re-certified by USAC and not
included in this testwork.
2 See C.F.R. 47 § 54.410(d) (2017).
3 Documentation for each subscriber certification may omit multiple required fields. Therefore, one certification may be
included in multiple rows in the table above.
4 Beneficiary response to audit inquiries, received Dec. 14, 2020.
1
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Tribal and 26 instances for Tribal subscribers. AAD multiplied the instances by the Lifeline support amount
reimbursed to the Beneficiary, 5 rounded to the nearest whole dollar, and added the amount of Tribal Link-Up
Support ($38). AAD summarized the results below:
Support Type
Lifeline (Non-Tribal and Tribal)
Link Up
Total

Monetary Effect and Recommended Recovery
$1,043
$38
$1,081

RECOMMENDATION

AAD recommends that USAC Management seek recovery of the recommended recovery amount identified in
the Effect section above. The Beneficiary must implement policies, procedures and controls to ensure that it
complies with Lifeline program rules. USAC designed the National Verifier system to ensure that subscribers
who enroll in the Lifeline program properly complete the Lifeline Application Form after the system has been
launched in the state. In addition, the Beneficiary may learn more about Lifeline program requirements on
USAC’s website at https://www.usac.org/about/appeals-audits/beneficiary-and-contributor-audit-programbcap/common-audit-findings-lifeline-program/.

BENEFICIARY RESPONSE

Findings from the audit will be shared with all employees who handle lifeline program procedures. NDTC will
continue to work on proper procedural handling of all lifeline materials. With the use of the National Verifier
for customer verification, the above type of errors should be eliminated on NDTC’s end. NDTC continues to
attend USAC trainings to keep current with the ever changing lifeline program.

For the Non-Tribal subscribers, support requested was $9.25. For Tribal Subscribers, support requested was $28.50 for
all but one subscriber, who received support of $34.25.

5
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CR ITER IA
Finding
#1

#1

Criteria
47 C.F.R. §
54.410(b)(1)(i)
(2017)
47 C.F.R. § 54.410(d)
(2017)

Description
Must not seek reimbursement for providing Lifeline to a subscriber,
unless the carrier has received a certification of eligibility from the
prospective subscriber that complies with the requirements set forth
in paragraph (d) of this section …
(d) Eligibility certification form. Eligible telecommunications carriers
and state Lifeline administrators or other state agencies that are
responsible for the initial determination of a subscriber's eligibility for
Lifeline must provide prospective subscribers Lifeline certification
forms that provide the information in paragraphs (d)(1) through (3) of
this section in clear, easily understood language. If a Federal eligibility
certification form is available, entities enrolling subscribers must use
such form to enroll a qualifying low-income consumer into the Lifeline
program.
(1) The form provided by the entity enrolling subscribers must provide
the information in paragraphs (d)(1)(i) through (vi) of this section:
(i) Lifeline is a federal benefit and that willfully making false
statements to obtain the benefit can result in fines, imprisonment, deenrollment or being barred from the program;
(ii) Only one Lifeline service is available per household;
(iii) A household is defined, for purposes of the Lifeline program, as
any individual or group of individuals who live together at the same
address and share income and expenses;
(iv) A household is not permitted to receive Lifeline benefits from
multiple providers;
(v) Violation of the one-per-household limitation constitutes a
violation of the Commission's rules and will result in the subscriber's
de-enrollment from the program; and
(vi) Lifeline is a non-transferable benefit and the subscriber may not
transfer his or her benefit to any other person.
(2) The form provided by the entity enrolling subscribers must require
each prospective subscriber to provide the information in paragraphs
(d)(2)(i) through (viii) of this section:
(i) The subscriber's full name;
(ii) The subscriber's full residential address;
(iii) Whether the subscriber's residential address is permanent or
temporary;
(iv) The subscriber's billing address, if different from the subscriber's
residential address;
(v) The subscriber's date of birth;
(vi) The last four digits of the subscriber's social security number, or
the subscriber's Tribal identification number, if the subscriber is a
member of a Tribal nation and does not have a social security
number;
(vii) If the subscriber is seeking to qualify for Lifeline under the
program-based criteria, as set forth in § 54.409, the name of the
qualifying assistance program from which the subscriber, his or her
dependents, or his or her household receives benefits; and
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Finding

Criteria

Description
(viii) If the subscriber is seeking to qualify for Lifeline under the
income-based criterion, as set forth in § 54.409, the number of
individuals in his or her household.
(3) The form provided by the entity enrolling subscribers shall require
each prospective subscriber to initial his or her acknowledgement of
each of the certifications in paragraphs (d)(3)(i) through (viii) of this
section individually and under penalty of perjury:
(i) The subscriber meets the income-based or program-based
eligibility criteria for receiving Lifeline, provided in § 54.409;
(ii) The subscriber will notify the carrier within 30 days if for any
reason he or she no longer satisfies the criteria for receiving Lifeline
including, as relevant, if the subscriber no longer meets the incomebased or program-based criteria for receiving Lifeline support, the
subscriber is receiving more than one Lifeline benefit, or another
member of the subscriber's household is receiving a Lifeline benefit.
(iii) If the subscriber is seeking to qualify for Lifeline as an eligible
resident of Tribal lands, he or she lives on Tribal lands, as defined in
54.400(e);
(iv) If the subscriber moves to a new address, he or she will provide
that new address to the eligible telecommunications carrier within 30
days;
(v) The subscriber's household will receive only one Lifeline service
and, to the best of his or her knowledge, the subscriber's household is
not already receiving a Lifeline service;
(vi) The information contained in the subscriber's certification form is
true and correct to the best of his or her knowledge,
(vii) The subscriber acknowledges that providing false or fraudulent
information to receive Lifeline benefits is punishable by law; and
(viii) The subscriber acknowledges that the subscriber may be
required to re-certify his or her continued eligibility for Lifeline at any
time, and the subscriber's failure to re-certify as to his or her
continued eligibility will result in de-enrollment and the termination
of the subscriber's Lifeline benefits pursuant to § 54.405(e)(4).
**This concludes the report**
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Sandhill Telephone
Cooperative, Inc.

Limited Scope Performance Audit on Compliance with the Federal
Universal Service Fund Lifeline Support Mechanism Rules
USAC Audit No. LI2019LR005
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EXECUT IVE SUMMARY
April 2, 2021
Lee Chambers
Chief Executive Officer
Sandhill Telephone Cooperative, Inc.
122 Main St.
Jefferson, SC 29718
Dear Mr. Chambers:
The Universal Service Administrative Company (USAC or Administrator) Audit and Assurance Division (AAD)
audited the compliance of Sandhill Telephone Cooperative, Inc. (Beneficiary) for all study area codes (SACs)
where the Beneficiary claimed subscribers during the calendar year 2018, using the regulations and orders
governing the federal Universal Service Low Income Support Mechanism (also known as the Lifeline Program),
set forth in 47 C.F.R. Part 54, as well as other program requirements, including any state-mandated Lifeline
requirements (collectively, the Rules). Compliance with the Rules is the responsibility of the Beneficiary’s
management. AAD’s responsibility is to make a determination regarding the Beneficiary’s compliance with
the Rules based on our limited scope performance audit.
AAD conducted the audit in accordance with Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS)
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States (2018 Revision). Those standards require that AAD
plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for its
findings and conclusions based on the audit objectives. The audit included examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the data used to calculate support, as well as performing other procedures we
considered necessary to form a conclusion. The evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for AAD’s
findings and conclusions based on the audit objectives.
Based on the test work performed, our examination disclosed two detailed audit findings (Findings) discussed
in the Audit Results and Recovery Action section. For the purpose of this report, a Finding is a condition that
shows evidence of non-compliance with the Rules that were in effect during the audit period.
Certain information may have been omitted from this report concerning communications with USAC
management or other officials and/or details about internal operating processes or investigations. This report
is intended solely for the use of USAC, the Beneficiary, and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
and should not be used by those who have not agreed to the procedures and taken responsibility for the
sufficiency of those procedures for their purposes. This report is not confidential and may be released to a
requesting third party.
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We appreciate the cooperation and assistance extended by your staff during the audit.
Sincerely,

Jeanette Santana-Gonzalez
Senior Director, Audit and Assurance Division
cc: Radha Sekar, USAC Chief Executive Officer
James Lee, USAC Acting Vice President, Lifeline Division
Teleshia Delmar, USAC Vice President, Audit and Assurance Division
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AUDIT R ESULTS AND R ECO VERY ACTIO N

Audit Results
Finding #1: 47 C.F.R. § 54.410(d) – Improper
Certification Documentation Disclosures.
The certification form used by the Carrier did
not include all the required disclosures and
did not have a filed for the subscriber to initial
acknowledgement of the disclosure.
Finding #2: 47 C.F.R. § 54.410(b)(1)(i) Improper Certification Completion.
Subscriber did not complete whether their
address was temporary or permanent.
Total Net Monetary Effect

Monetary Effect
(A)
$3,709

Overlapping
Exceptions 1
(B)
$0

Recommended
Recovery
(A) - (B)
$3,709

$1,998

$1,776

$222

$5,707

$1,776

$3,931

USAC MANAGEMENT R ESPO NSE
USAC management concurs with the audit results and will seek recovery of the Lifeline Program support
amount noted in the chart above. USAC management will issue a separate memorandum to the Beneficiary
to address the audit results.

PUR PO SE, SCO PE AND PR O CEDUR ES

PURPOSE

The purpose of our audit was to determine whether the Beneficiary complied with the Rules.

SCOPE

The following chart summarizes the Lifeline Program support the Beneficiary received based on its Lifeline
Claim System (LCS) submissions for calendar year 2018 (the audit period):
SAC Number
240546

State/Territory
SC

Support Type
Lifeline

Number of
Subscribers

4,202

Amount of
Support
$38,871

Note: The amount of support reflects disbursements as of the commencement of the audit.

If the Beneficiary files an appeal and is successful, USAC will discontinue recovery efforts for the finding(s) that were
resolved by the appeal decision. If there is overlapping recovery (i.e., recovery that is included in two or more findings),
the overlapping recovery will be recovered based on the finding(s) that were not resolved by the appeal decision.
1
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BACKGROUND

The Beneficiary is a incumbent eligible telecommunications carrier (ETC) that operates in the state identified
in the Scope table above.

PROCEDURES

AAD performed the following procedures:
A. Lifeline Claim System
AAD obtained and examined the Beneficiary’s LCS submission for accuracy by comparing the amounts
reported to the National Lifeline Accountability Database (NLAD) and the Beneficiary’s data files. AAD
used computer assisted auditing techniques to analyze the data files to determine whether:
• The total number of subscribers agreed to what was reported on the LCS submission and in NLAD or
the comparable state database for the same month.
• The data file contained subscribers who resided outside of the Beneficiary’s ETC-designated service
area.
• The data file contained duplicate subscribers.
• The data file contained deceased subscribers.
• The data file contained transferred subscribers.
• The data file contained blank telephone numbers/addresses or business names/addresses.
• Lifeline Program support was provided to subscribers whose lines were activated after the audit
period.
• Lifeline Program support was provided to subscribers whose lines were disconnected prior to the audit
period.
B. Program Eligibility, Certification and Recertification Process
AAD obtained an understanding of the Beneficiary’s enrollment, program eligibility, certification, and
recertification processes relating to the Lifeline Program to determine whether the Beneficiary complied
with the Rules. AAD also requested certification and/or recertification documentation and examined the
documentation where provided for 124 subscribers to determine whether the subscribers were eligible to
receive Lifeline Program discounts.
C. Independent Economic Households
AAD obtained an understanding of the Beneficiary’s enrollment, program eligibility, certification, and
recertification processes relating to the Lifeline Program to determine the steps taken by the Beneficiary
to comply with the Independent Economic Household (IEH) requirements. AAD also obtained and tested
documentation for one subscriber to determine whether the subscribers properly certified compliance
with the IEH requirements.
D. Lifeline Subscriber Discounts
AAD obtained and examined documentation to demonstrate the pass through of Lifeline Program support
for 62 subscribers.
E. Form 555
AAD obtained and examined the Beneficiary’s FCC Form 555 (Form 555) for accuracy by comparing the
amounts reported to the Beneficiary’s data files.
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F. Minimum Service Standard

AAD obtained and examined the Beneficiary’s evidence of the level of service provided for 62 subscribers
to determine whether the Beneficiary provided eligible services that meet the minimum service standards
and complied with the Rules.
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DETAILED AUDIT FINDINGS

Finding #1: 47 C.F.R. § 54.410(d) – Improper Certification Documentation Disclosures
CONDITION

AAD obtained and examined certification documentation for a non-statistical sample of 91 new subscribers2
to determine whether the certification documentation included the proper disclosures and the subscriber
completed the required certifications. For 44 of these new subscribers, the Beneficiary used a certification
form that omitted disclosures as summarized below:

Omitted Disclosures and Incorrect Eligibility Criteria
(1) The form provided by the entity enrolling subscribers must provide the
information in paragraphs (d)(1)(i) through (vi) of this section:
(i) Lifeline is a federal benefit and that willfully making false statements to
obtain the benefit can result in fines, imprisonment, de-enrollment or being
barred from the program;
(iii) A household is defined, for purposes of the Lifeline program, as any
individual or group of individuals who live together at the same address and
share income and expenses;
(iv) A household is not permitted to receive Lifeline benefits from multiple
providers;
(v) Violation of the one-per-household limitation constitutes a violation of the
Commission's rules and will result in the subscriber's de-enrollment from the
program
(vi) Lifeline is a non-transferable benefit and the subscriber may not transfer his
or her benefit to any other person.
(3) The form provided by the entity enrolling subscribers shall require each
prospective subscriber to initial his or her acknowledgement of each of the
certifications in paragraphs (d)(3)(i) through (viii) of this section individually and
under penalty of perjury:
(i) The subscriber meets the income-based or program-based eligibility criteria
for receiving Lifeline, provided in §54.409;
(ii) The subscriber will notify the carrier within 30 days if for any reason he or she
no longer satisfies the criteria for receiving Lifeline including, as relevant, if the
subscriber no longer meets the income-based or program-based criteria for
receiving Lifeline support, the subscriber is receiving more than one Lifeline
benefit, or another member of the subscriber's household is receiving a Lifeline
benefit.
(iv) If the subscriber moves to a new address, he or she will provide that new
address to the eligible telecommunications carrier within 30 days;
(v) The subscriber's household will receive only one Lifeline service and, to the

No. of Affected
Subscriber
Certification
Documentation
44

AAD selected non-statistical sample of 124 subscribers of which 33 subscribers were re-certified by USAC and not
included in this testwork, and 28 subscribers were included in the Improper Certification Completion Finding #2.

2
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Omitted Disclosures and Incorrect Eligibility Criteria
best of his or her knowledge, the subscriber's household is not already receiving
a Lifeline service;
(vi) The information contained in the subscriber's certification form is true and
correct to the best of his or her knowledge,
(vii) The subscriber acknowledges that providing false or fraudulent information
to receive Lifeline benefits is punishable by law. (47 C.F.R. § 54.410(d)(1)(i) – (v),
(d)(3), (d)(3)(i) –(ii) and (d)(3)(iv) - (vii))
(viii) The subscriber acknowledges that the subscriber may be required to recertify his or her continued eligibility for Lifeline at any time, and the
subscriber's failure to re-certify as to his or her continued eligibility will result in
de-enrollment and the termination of the subscriber's Lifeline benefits pursuant
to §54.405(e)(4).
Total No. of Affected Subscribers

No. of Affected
Subscriber
Certification
Documentation

44

The Beneficiary must list all of the required disclosures on the subscriber certification documentation.
Because the certification documentation did not contain all the required language and eligibility criteria
stipulated in the rules, the subscribers did not complete the required certifications. Therefore, AAD concludes
the 44 subscribers were not eligible to receive the Lifeline support claimed by the Beneficiary.

CAUSE

The Beneficiary did not demonstrate sufficient knowledge of the Rules governing its compliance with the
required disclosures. The Beneficiary informed AAD that it was using forms provided by the state of South
Carolina for both State and Federal Lifeline. The State of Carolina forms did not include those disclosures at
the time. 3

EFFECT

AAD calculated the monetary effect for this finding by determining the number of instances (months) the
Beneficiary claimed Lifeline support for the 44 subscribers subsequent to the subscriber’s Lifeline start date as
noted in the National Lifeline Accountability Database (NLAD) until December 31, 2018. AAD identified a total
of 401 such instances. AAD multiplied the 401 instances by the Lifeline support amount reimbursed to the
Beneficiary ($9.25) rounded to the nearest whole dollar. AAD summarized the results below:
Support Type
Lifeline (Non-Tribal)

Monetary Effect and Recommended Recovery
$3,709

RECOMMENDATION

AAD recommends that USAC Management seek recovery of the recommended recovery amount identified in
the Effect section above. In addition, USAC Management should consider whether additional recovery is
warranted given the high error rate observed during our testing. Until the launch of the National Verifier in the
state, the Beneficiary was responsible to employ the use of the Lifeline Application form to obtain the proper

3

Beneficiary response to audit inquiries, received Jan. 15, 2021.
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certifications from its subscribers. USAC designed the National Verifier system to ensure that subscribers who
enroll in the Lifeline program properly complete the Lifeline Application Form (including the required
disclosures) after the system has been launched in the state. Further, the Beneficiary may learn more about
Lifeline subscriber certification disclosure requirements on USAC’s website at
https://www.usac.org/about/appeals-audits/beneficiary-and-contributor-audit-program-bcap/commonaudit-findings-lifeline-program/.

BENEFICIARY RESPONSE

We were using forms provided by the State of South Carolina for both State and Federal lifeline. South
Carolina state forms did not include the initial disclosures that USAC recommended. We began using the
National Verifier application as soon as they became available.

AAD RESPONSE

The Beneficiary stated in its response that it “use[d] forms provided by the State of South Carolina for both
State and Federal lifeline” and that the “South Carolina state forms did not include the initial disclosures that
USAC recommended.” AAD concurs that the forms the Beneficiary used to enroll subscribers in the Lifeline
program did not include all the required disclosures to participate in the Federal Lifeline program. The State
of South Carolina Office of Regulatory Staff (State of South Carolina) did not require beneficiaries
participating in the Lifeline Program to use a state mandated form to enroll or recertify subscribers receiving a
Lifeline benefit during calendar year 2018. 4, 5 Because the State of South Carolina did not require the
Beneficiary to use a state mandated form and the form used did not include all required disclosures per the
Rules, the finding remains unchanged.

Finding #2: 47 C.F.R. § 54.410(b)(1)(i) – Improper Certification Completion
CONDITION

AAD obtained and examined certification disclosures for a non-statistical sample of 91 new subscribers to
determine whether the documentation contained all of the required disclosures. For 28 of the 91 new
subscribers sampled the subscribers failed to properly complete certain field on the subscriber certification
documentation as summarized below:
Error
The box indicating whether the residential address was permanent or
temporary was not checked
Total No. of Affected Subscribers

No. of Affected Subscriber
Certification Documentation
28
28

AAD verified via a discussion with Keri Munn, State of South Carolina, Telecommunications Department of the Office of
Regulatory Staff on Apr. 5, 2021.
5 FCC Public Notice DA 18-161, Wireline Competition Bureau Provides Guidance on Universal Forms for the Lifeline Program,
effective February 20, 2018.
4
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Because the subscribers did not properly complete the certification/recertification forms, AAD concludes the
28 subscribers were not eligible to receive the Lifeline support claimed by the Beneficiary.

CAUSE

The Beneficiary did not demonstrate sufficient knowledge of the Rules governing its compliance with the
required disclosures. The Beneficiary informed AAD that the subscriber did not complete the application in
full leaving the address for temporary or permanent unchecked and the Customer Service Representative did
not make sure form was completed in full. 6

EFFECT

AAD calculated the monetary effect for this finding by determining the number of instances (months) the
Beneficiary claimed Lifeline support for the 28 subscribers subsequent to the subscriber’s Lifeline start date as
noted in the National Lifeline Accountability Database (NLAD) until December 31, 2018. AAD identified a total
of 216 such instances. AAD multiplied the 216 instances by the Lifeline support amount reimbursed to the
Beneficiary ($9.25) rounded to the nearest whole dollar. AAD summarized the results below:
Support Type
Lifeline (Non-Tribal)

Monetary Effect
(A)
$1,998

Overlapping Exceptions
(B)
$1,776

Recommended Recovery7
(A) – (B)
$222

RECOMMENDATION

AAD recommends that USAC Management seek recovery of the recommended recovery amount identified in
the Effect section above. In addition, USAC Management should consider whether additional recovery is
warranted given the high error rate observed during our testing. Until the launch of the National Verifier in the
state, the Beneficiary was responsible to employ the use of the Lifeline Application form to obtain the proper
certifications from its subscribers. USAC designed the National Verifier system to ensure that subscribers who
enroll in the Lifeline program properly complete the Lifeline Application Form (including all required
checkboxes) after the system has been launched in the state. AAD also recommends that the Beneficiary
examine the Rules detailed in the Criteria section of this report to familiarize itself with the Rules related to
seeking reimbursement for providing Lifeline for eligible subscribers. Further, the Beneficiary may learn more
about Lifeline reimbursement and eligibility requirements on USAC’s website at
https://www.usac.org/about/appeals-audits/beneficiary-and-contributor-audit-program-bcap/commonaudit-findings-lifeline-program/.

BENEFICIARY RESPONSE

Consumer was not properly filling out the entire application leaving the documentation blank indicating if

their location was temporary or permanent. We have advised our team to go over the application to make
sure the consumer has completed all fields before submitting the application for lifeline benefits.

Beneficiary response to audit inquiries, received Jan. 15, 2021.
To prevent double-recovery, the recommended recovery amount is less than the monetary effect given that $1,776
overlaps with the recommended recovery in Finding #1.

6
7
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CR ITER IA
Finding
#1, #2

Criteria
47 C.F.R. § 54.410(d)
(2017)

Description
Eligibility certification form.
Eligible telecommunications carriers and state Lifeline
administrators or other state agencies that are responsible for the
initial determination of a subscriber's eligibility for Lifeline must
provide prospective subscribers Lifeline certification forms that
provide the information in paragraphs (d)(1) through (3) of this
section in clear, easily understood language. If a Federal eligibility
certification form is available, entities enrolling subscribers must use
such form to enroll a qualifying low-income consumer into the
Lifeline program.
(1) The form provided by the entity enrolling subscribers must
provide the information in paragraphs (d)(1)(i) through (vi) of this
section:(i) Lifeline is a federal benefit and that willfully making false
statements to obtain the benefit can result in fines, imprisonment,
de-enrollment or being barred from the program;(ii) Only one Lifeline
service is available per household;(iii) A household is defined, for
purposes of the Lifeline program, as any individual or group of
individuals who live together at the same address and share income
and expenses;(iv) A household is not permitted to receive Lifeline
benefits from multiple providers;(v) Violation of the one-perhousehold limitation constitutes a violation of the Commission's
rules and will result in the subscriber's de-enrollment from the
program; and(vi) Lifeline is a non-transferable benefit and the
subscriber may not transfer his or her benefit to any other person.
(2) The form provided by the entity enrolling subscribers must
require each prospective subscriber to provide the information in
paragraphs (d)(2)(i) through (viii) of this section:(i) The subscriber's
full name;(ii) The subscriber's full residential address;(iii) Whether
the subscriber's residential address is permanent or temporary;(iv)
The subscriber's billing address, if different from the subscriber's
residential address;(v) The subscriber's date of birth;(vi) The last four
digits of the subscriber's social security number, or the subscriber's
Tribal identification number, if the subscriber is a member of a Tribal
nation and does not have a social security number;(vii) If the
subscriber is seeking to qualify for Lifeline under the program-based
criteria, as set forth in § 54.409, the name of the qualifying assistance
program from which the subscriber, his or her dependents, or his or
her household receives benefits; and(viii) If the subscriber is seeking
to qualify for Lifeline under the income-based criterion, as set forth in
§ 54.409, the number of individuals in his or her household.
(3) The form provided by the entity enrolling subscribers shall
require each prospective subscriber to initial his or her
acknowledgement of each of the certifications in paragraphs
Page 10 of 11
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Finding

Criteria

#2

47 C.F.R. § 54.410(b)
(1)(i) (2017)

#2

Wireline Competition
Bureau Provides
Guidance on Universal
Forms For The Lifeline
Program. WC Docket
No. 11-12. 202003294, February 20,
2018.

Description
(d)(3)(i) through (viii) of this section individually and under penalty
of perjury:(i) The subscriber meets the income-based or programbased eligibility criteria for receiving Lifeline, provided in
§ 54.409;(ii) The subscriber will notify the carrier within 30 days if for
any reason he or she no longer satisfies the criteria for receiving
Lifeline including, as relevant, if the subscriber no longer meets the
income-based or program-based criteria for receiving Lifeline
support, the subscriber is receiving more than one Lifeline benefit,
or another member of the subscriber's household is receiving a
Lifeline benefit.(iii) If the subscriber is seeking to qualify for Lifeline
as an eligible resident of Tribal lands, he or she lives on Tribal lands,
as defined in 54.400(e);(iv) If the subscriber moves to a new address,
he or she will provide that new address to the eligible
telecommunications carrier within 30 days;(v) The subscriber's
household will receive only one Lifeline service and, to the best of
his or her knowledge, the subscriber's household is not already
receiving a Lifeline service;(vi) The information contained in the
subscriber's certification form is true and correct to the best of his or
her knowledge,(vii) The subscriber acknowledges that providing
false or fraudulent information to receive Lifeline benefits is
punishable by law; and(viii) The subscriber acknowledges that the
subscriber may be required to re-certify his or her continued
eligibility for Lifeline at any time, and the subscriber's failure to recertify as to his or her continued eligibility will result in deenrollment and the termination of the subscriber's Lifeline benefits
pursuant to § 54.405(e)(4).
Must not seek reimbursement for providing Lifeline to a subscriber,
unless the carrier has received a certification of eligibility from the
prospective subscriber that complies with the requirements set forth
in paragraph (d) of this section …
Beginning on July 1, 2018, ETCs using paper enrollment forms must
use the FCC’s universal Lifeline forms. ETCs enrolling Lifeline
applicants with an electronic form must use exactly the same
language used in the FCC’s universal Lifeline forms. A Spanish
language version of the form will be available on USAC’s website, and
ETCs should use that version for Spanish-speaking consumers. For
other languages, direct translations of the FCC’s universal Lifeline
forms into other languages are acceptable. ETCs that claim Lifeline
reimbursement for a subscriber whose enrollment or 60-day
recertification notice period began on or after July 1, 2018 using
noncompliant forms will be subject to repayments to the Fund and
potential enforcement actions.
**This concludes the report**
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EXECUT IVE SUMMARY

March 26, 2021
Dawn Tucker
Vermont National Telephone Company Inc.
354 River St
Springfield VT, 05156
Dear Ms. Tucker:
The Universal Service Administrative Company (USAC or Administrator) Audit and Assurance Division (AAD)
audited the compliance of Vermont National Telephone Company Inc. (Beneficiary), for all study area codes
(SACs) where the Beneficiary claimed subscribers during the calendar year 2018, using the regulations and
orders governing the federal Universal Service Low Income Support Mechanism (also known as the Lifeline
Program), set forth in 47 C.F.R. Part 54, as well as other program requirements, including any state-mandated
Lifeline requirements (collectively, the Rules). Compliance with the Rules is the responsibility of the
Beneficiary’s management. AAD’s responsibility is to make a determination regarding the Beneficiary’s
compliance with the Rules based on our limited scope performance audit.
AAD conducted the audit in accordance with Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS)
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States 2018 Revision, as amended). Those standards require
that AAD plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis
for its findings and conclusions based on the audit objectives. The audit included examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the data used to calculate support, as well as performing other procedures we
considered necessary to form a conclusion. The evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for AAD’s
findings and conclusions based on the audit objectives.
Based on the test work performed, our examination disclosed two detailed audit findings (Findings) discussed
in the Audit Results and Recovery Action section. For the purpose of this report, a Finding is a condition that
shows evidence of non-compliance with the Rules that were in effect during the audit period.
Certain information may have been omitted from this report concerning communications with USAC
management or other officials and/or details about internal operating processes or investigations. This report
is intended solely for the use of USAC, the Beneficiary, and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
and should not be used by those who have not agreed to the procedures and taken responsibility for the
sufficiency of those procedures for their purposes. This report is not confidential and may be released to a
requesting third party.
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We appreciate the cooperation and assistance extended by your staff during the audit.
Sincerely,

Jeanette Santana-Gonzalez
USAC Senior Director, Audit and Assurance Division
cc: Radha Sekar, USAC Chief Executive Officer
James Lee, USAC Acting Vice President, Lifeline Division
Teleshia Delmar, USAC Vice President, Audit and Assurance Division
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AUDIT R ESULTS AND R ECO VERY ACTIO N

Audit Results
Finding #1: C.F.R. § 54.417(a) – Inadequate
Documentation: Subscriber
Certification/Recertification and Eligibility
Documentation The Beneficiary did not have
adequate documentation or data retention
procedures to ensure the proper retention of
certification forms and proof of eligibility to
demonstrate that subscribers completed the
required certifications and presented the required
eligibility documentation at application.
Finding #2: 47 C.F.R. § 54.410(b)(1)(i) –
Improper Certification/Recertification
Completion The Beneficiary did not have
adequate systems in place for collecting properly
completed Lifeline certification/recertification
forms from applicants and accurately recording
the information into the National Lifeline
Accountability Database (NLAD).
Total Net Monetary Effect

Monetary
Effect
(A)
$435

Overlapping Recommended
Exceptions 1
Recovery
(B)
(A) - (B)
$0
$435

$352

$93

$259

$787

$93

$694

USAC MANAGEMENT R ESPO NSE
USAC management concurs with the audit results and will seek recovery of the Lifeline Program support
amount noted in the chart above. USAC management will issue a separate memorandum to the Beneficiary
to address the audit results.
PUR PO SE, SCO PE AND PR O CEDUR ES

PURPOSE

The purpose of our audit was to determine whether the Beneficiary complied with the Rules.

If the Beneficiary files an appeal and is successful, USAC will discontinue recovery efforts for the finding(s) that were
resolved by the appeal decision. If there is overlapping recovery (i.e., recovery that is included in two or more findings),
the overlapping recovery will be recovered based on the finding(s) that were not resolved by the appeal decision.
1
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SCOPE

The following chart summarizes the Lifeline Program support the Beneficiary received based on its Lifeline
Claim System (LCS) submissions for the calendar year 2018 (the audit period):
SAC Number
147332

State/Territory
VT

Support Type
Lifeline

Number of
Subscribers
6,451

Amount of
Support
$59,673

Note: The amount of support reflects disbursements as of the commencement of the audit.

BACKGROUND

The Beneficiary is an incumbent eligible telecommunications carrier (ETC) that operates in the state/territory
identified in the Scope table above.

PROCEDURES

AAD performed the following procedures:
A. Lifeline Claim System
AAD obtained and examined the Beneficiary’s LCS submission for accuracy by comparing the amounts
reported to the National Lifeline Accountability Database (NLAD) and the Beneficiary’s data files. AAD
used computer assisted auditing techniques to analyze the data files to determine whether:
• The total number of subscribers agreed to what was reported on the LCS submission and in NLAD or
the comparable state database for the same month.
• The data file contained subscribers who resided outside of the Beneficiary’s ETC-designated service
area.
• The data file contained duplicate subscribers.
• The data file contained deceased subscribers.
• The data file contained transferred subscribers.
• The data file contained blank telephone numbers/addresses or business names/addresses.
• Lifeline Program support was provided to subscribers whose lines were activated after the audit
period.
• Lifeline Program support was provided to subscribers whose lines were disconnected prior to the audit
period.
B. Program Eligibility, Certification and Recertification Process
AAD obtained an understanding of the Beneficiary’s enrollment, program eligibility, certification, and
recertification processes relating to the Lifeline Program to determine whether the Beneficiary complied
with the Rules. AAD also requested certification and/or recertification documentation results and
examined the documentation where provided for 120 subscribers to determine whether the subscribers
were eligible to receive Lifeline Program discounts.
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C. Lifeline Subscriber Discounts
AAD obtained and examined documentation to demonstrate the pass through of Lifeline Program support
for 60 subscribers.
D. Form 555
AAD obtained and examined the Beneficiary’s FCC Form 555 (Form 555) for accuracy by comparing the
amounts reported to the Beneficiary’s data files.
E. Minimum Service Standard

AAD obtained and examined the Beneficiary’s evidence of the level of service provided for 60 subscribers
to determine whether the Beneficiary provided eligible services that meet the minimum service standards
and complied with the Rules.
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DETAILED AUDIT FINDINGS

Finding #1: 47 C.F.R. § 54.417(a) – Inadequate Documentation: Subscriber
Certification/Recertification and Eligibility Documentation
CONDITION

AAD obtained and examined certification and recertification forms and proof of eligibility for a non-statistical
sample of 120 subscribers to determine whether the subscribers were eligible to receive the Lifeline program
support claimed by the Beneficiary. While the Beneficiary provided certification and recertification forms, the
Beneficiary did not provide the following requested documentation for five subscribers, as detailed below:
Documentation
Name, social security number, and date of birth on Form do not agree to the eligible
subscriber name, social security number, and date of birth per NLAD 2
Documentation to confirm Third Party Identity Verification (TPIV) flag 3 not
provided 4
The carrier did not provide a form for the enrollment into National Lifeline
Accountability Database (NLAD)5
Total No. of Affected Subscribers

Number of Affected Subscriber
Documentation
3
1
1
5

Because the Beneficiary did not provide certification and eligibility documentation, AAD concludes the five
subscribers were not eligible to receive the Lifeline support claimed by the Beneficiary. 6

CAUSE

The Beneficiary did not have adequate documentation or data retention procedures to ensure the proper
retention of certification forms and proof of eligibility to demonstrate that subscribers completed the
required certifications and presented the required eligibility documentation at application. The Beneficiary
informed AAD that it was not familiar with the specifics of the applicable Rules prior to the audit. 7

EFFECT

AAD selected a non-statistical sample of 60 subscribers to test this attribute. Of the 60 subscribers, 13 forms were not
tested because the subscribers discontinued Lifeline service before their anniversary date.
3 A TPIV flag occurs during the application process if Lifeline program cannot confirm the identity of the subscriber based
upon the data provided the subscriber (i.e. first and last name, address, date of birth, or last four of social security
number). To clear the TPIV flag, the beneficiary must collect documentation from the subscriber to resolve the error
message and retain copies of what was examined.
4 Id.
5 AAD selected a non-statistical sample of 120 subscribers to test this attribute. Of the 120 subscribers, 27 forms were not
tested because the subscribers discontinued Lifeline service before their anniversary date.
6 47 C.F.R. §§54.404 (b)(11), 54.410(b), 54.410 (c), 54.410(d), and 54.410(f) (2017).
7 Beneficiary response to audit inquiries, received Dec. 30, 2020.
2
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AAD calculated the monetary effect for this finding by determining the number of instances (months) the
Beneficiary claimed Lifeline support for the five subscribers subsequent to the subscriber’s Lifeline start date
as noted in the National Lifeline Accountability Database (NLAD) until December 31, 2018. AAD identified a
total of 47 such instances. AAD multiplied the 47 instances by the Lifeline support amount reimbursed to the
Beneficiary ($9.25) rounded to the nearest whole dollar. AAD summarized the results below:
Support Type
Lifeline (Non-Tribal)

Monetary Effect & Recommended Recovery
$435

RECOMMENDATION

AAD recommends USAC management seek recovery of the amounts identified in the Effect section above. The
Beneficiary must implement policies, procedures and controls to ensure it retains adequate records to
demonstrate compliance with the Rules for any subscribers that enrolled prior to the launch of the National
Verifier system in the state. For subscribers that enrolled in the Lifeline program via the National Verifier,
retention of viewed documents and forms will be the responsibility of USAC after system launch. In addition,
the Beneficiary may learn more about documentation and reporting requirements on USAC’s website at
https://www.usac.org/about/appeals-audits/beneficiary-and-contributor-audit-program-bcap/commonaudit-findings-lifeline-program/

BENEFICIARY RESPONSE

As a result of the audit findings we have implemented policies, procedures and controls to ensure that we
retain adequate records to demonstrate compliance with the Rules. As of the date of this response, the
entirety of the review of the subscribers’ forms rests with the National Verifier and we are reliant upon their
findings as to the validity of the information provided to us a Beneficiary of the Lifeline Program. As a result of
our reliance upon the National Verifier we feel that the errors found (mismatched social security numbers,
missing TPIV information and missing enrolment forms) will no longer occur.

Finding #2: 47 C.F.R. § 54.410(b)(1)(i) – Improper Certification/Recertification Completion
CONDITION

AAD obtained and examined certification documentation for a non-statistical sample of 120 subscribers to
determine whether the subscribers properly completed the certification form. Four subscribers failed to
properly complete certain fields on the subscriber certification documentation as summarized below:
Errors
The subscribers did not select whether the subscriber's address was

No. of Affected Forms
3
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temporary or permanent 8
Certification form dated subsequent to Lifeline start date 9
Total No. of Affected Subscribers

1
4

Because the subscribers did not properly complete the certification/recertification forms, AAD concludes the
four subscribers were not eligible to receive the Lifeline support claimed by the Beneficiary.

CAUSE

The Beneficiary did not have adequate systems in place for collecting properly completed Lifeline
certification/recertification forms from applicants and accurately recording the information into the National
Lifeline Accountability Database (NLAD). The Beneficiary informed AAD that it was not familiar with the
specifics of the applicable Rules prior to the audit. 10

EFFECT

AAD calculated the monetary effect for this finding by determining the number of instances (months) the
Beneficiary claimed Lifeline support for the four subscribers subsequent to the subscriber’s Lifeline start date
as noted in the NLAD until December 31, 2018. AAD identified a total of 28 such instances. AAD multiplied the
28 instances by the Lifeline support amount reimbursed to the Beneficiary ($9.25) rounded to the nearest
whole dollar. AAD summarized the results below:

Support Type
Lifeline (Non-Tribal)

Monetary Effect (A)
$352

Overlapping
Exceptions
(B)
$93

Recommended
Recovery 11
(A) – (B)
$259

RECOMMENDATION

AAD recommends that USAC Management seek recovery of the recommended recovery amount identified in
the Effect section above. The Beneficiary must implement policies, procedures and controls to ensure that it
complies with Lifeline program rules. USAC designed the National Verifier system to ensure that subscribers
who enroll in the Lifeline program properly complete the Lifeline Application Form after the system has been
launched in the state. In addition, the Beneficiary may learn more about Lifeline subscriber certification
disclosure requirements on USAC’s website at https://www.usac.org/about/appeals-audits/beneficiary-and-

AAD selected a non-statistical sample of 120 subscribers to test this attribute. Of the 120 subscribers, 27 forms were
not tested because the subscribers discontinued Lifeline service before their anniversary date and one subscriber did not
complete a certification form, which it is included in Finding #1 – Inadequate Documentation: Subscriber
Certification/Recertification and Eligibility Documentation.
9 AAD selected a non-statistical sample of 60 subscribers to test this attribute. Of the 60 subscribers, 13 forms were not
tested because the subscribers discontinued Lifeline service before their anniversary date.
10 Beneficiary response to audit inquiries, received Dec. 18, 2020.
11 To prevent double-recovery, the recommended recovery amount is less than the monetary effect given that $93
overlaps with the recommended recovery in Findings #1– Inadequate Documentation: Subscriber
Certification/Recertification and Eligibility Documentation.
8
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contributor-audit-program-bcap/common-audit-findings-lifeline-program/.

BENEFICIARY RESPONSE

As a result of the audit findings we have implemented policies, procedures and controls to ensure that we,
where applicable, review subscribers’ certification forms for accuracy and completeness. As of the date of
this response, the entirety of the review of the subscribers’ forms rests with the National Verifier and we are
reliant upon their findings as to the validity of the information provided to us a Beneficiary of the Lifeline
Program. We believe that this reliance upon the National Verifier will mitigate the errors found.
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CR ITER IA
Finding
#1

Criteria
47 C.F.R. §
54.417(a)
(2017)

#1

47 C.F.R. §
54.404(b)(11)
(2017)

#1

47 C.F.R. §
54.410(b)
(2017)

Description
Eligible telecommunications carriers must maintain records to document compliance
with all Commission and state requirements governing the Lifeline and Tribal Link Up
program for the three full preceding calendar years and provide that documentation to
the Commission or Administrator upon request. Eligible telecommunications carriers
must maintain the documentation required in §§ 54.404 (b)(11), 54.410(b), 54.410 (c),
54.410(d), and 54.410(f) for as long as the subscriber receives Lifeline service from that
eligible telecommunications carrier, but for no less than the three full preceding
calendar years.
All eligible telecommunications carriers must securely retain subscriber documentation
that the ETC reviewed to verify subscriber eligibility, for the purposes of production
during audits or investigations or to the extent required by NLAD processes, which
require, inter alia, verification of eligibility, identity, address, and age.
Initial income-based eligibility determination.
(1) Except where the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator or
other state agency is responsible for the initial determination of a subscriber's
eligibility, when a prospective subscriber seeks to qualify for Lifeline using the
income-based eligibility criteria provided for in § 54.409(a)(1) an
eligible telecommunications carrier:
(i) Must not seek reimbursement for providing Lifeline to a subscriber, unless the
carrier has received a certification of eligibility from the prospective subscriber
that complies with the requirements set forth in paragraph (d) of this section and
has confirmed the subscriber's income-based eligibility using the following
procedures:
(A) If an eligible telecommunications carrier can determine a prospective
subscriber's income-based eligibility by accessing one or
more databases containing information regarding the subscriber's income
(“income databases”), the eligible telecommunications carrier must access
such income databases and determine whether the prospective subscriber
qualifies for Lifeline.
(B) If an eligible telecommunications carrier cannot determine a prospective
subscriber's income-based eligibility by accessing income databases,
the eligible telecommunications carrier must review documentation that
establishes that the prospective subscriber meets the income-eligibility criteria
set forth in § 54.409(a)(1). Acceptable documentation of income eligibility
includes the prior year's state, federal, or Tribal tax return; current income
statement from an employer or paycheck stub; a Social Security statement of
benefits; a Veterans Administration statement of benefits; a
retirement/pension statement of benefits; an Unemployment/Workers'
Compensation statement of benefit; federal or Tribal notice letter of
participation in General Assistance; or a divorce decree, child support award, or
other official document containing income information. If the prospective
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Finding

Criteria

Description
subscriber presents documentation of income that does not cover a full year,
such as current pay stubs, the prospective subscriber must present the same
type of documentation covering three consecutive months within the previous
twelve months.
(ii) Must securely retain copies of documentation demonstrating a prospective
subscriber's income-based eligibility for Lifeline consistent with § 54.417, except
to the extent such documentation is retained by the National Verifier.
(2) Where the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or other state agency is
responsible for the initial determination of a subscriber's eligibility, an eligible
telecommunications carrier must not seek reimbursement for providing Lifeline
service to a subscriber, based on that subscriber's income eligibility, unless the
carrier has received from the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or
other state agency:
(i) Notice that the prospective subscriber meets the income-eligibility criteria set
forth in § 54.409(a)(1); and
(ii) If a state Lifeline administrator or other state agency is responsible for the
initial determination of a subscriber's eligibility, a copy of the subscriber's
certification that complies with the requirements set forth in paragraph (d) of this
section.
(iii) An eligible telecommunications carrier must securely retain all information
and documentation provided by the state Lifeline administrator or
other state agency consistent with § 54.417.

1#

47 C.F.R. §
54.410(c)
(2017)

Initial program-based eligibility determination.
(1) Except in states where the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or
other state agency is responsible for the initial determination of a subscriber's
program-based eligibility, when a prospective subscriber seeks to qualify for Lifeline
service using the program-based criteria set forth in § 54.409(a)(2) or (b), an
eligible telecommunications carrier:
(i) Must not seek reimbursement for providing Lifeline to a subscriber unless the
carrier has received a certification of eligibility from the subscriber that complies
with the requirements set forth in paragraph (d) of this section and has confirmed
the subscriber's program-based eligibility using the following procedures:
(A) If the eligible telecommunications carrier can determine a prospective
subscriber's program-based eligibility for Lifeline by accessing one or
more databases containing information regarding enrollment in qualifying
assistance programs (“eligibility databases”), the eligible telecommunications
carrier must access such eligibility databases to determine whether the
prospective subscriber qualifies for Lifeline based on participation in
a qualifying assistance program; or
(B) If an eligible telecommunications carrier cannot determine a prospective
subscriber's program-based eligibility for Lifeline by accessing eligibility
databases, the eligible telecommunications carrier must review
Page 11 of 16
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Finding

Criteria

Description
documentation demonstrating that a prospective subscriber qualifies for
Lifeline under the program-based eligibility requirements. Acceptable
documentation of program eligibility includes the current or prior year's
statement of benefits from a qualifying assistance program, a notice or letter of
participation in a qualifying assistance program, program participation
documents, or another official document demonstrating that the prospective
subscriber, one or more of the prospective subscriber's dependents or the
prospective subscriber's household receives benefits from a qualifying
assistance program.
(ii) Must securely retain copies of the documentation demonstrating a
subscriber's program-based eligibility for Lifeline, consistent with § 54.417, except
to the extent such documentation is retained by the National Verifier.
(2) Where the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or other state agency is
responsible for the initial determination of a subscriber's eligibility, when a
prospective subscriber seeks to qualify for Lifeline service using the program-based
eligibility criteria provided in § 54.409(a)(2) or (b), an eligible telecommunications
carrier must not seek reimbursement for providing Lifeline to a subscriber unless the
carrier has received from the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator or
other state agency:
(i) Notice that the subscriber meets the program-based eligibility criteria set forth
in § 54.409(a)(2) or (b); and
(ii) If a state Lifeline administrator or other state agency is responsible for the
initial determination of a subscriber's eligibility, a copy of the subscriber's
certification that complies with the requirements set forth in paragraph (d) of this
section.
(iii) An eligible telecommunications carrier must securely retain all information
and documentation provided by the state Lifeline administrator or
other state agency consistent with § 54.417.

#1

47 C.F.R. §
54.410(d)
(2017)

Eligibility certification form.
Eligible telecommunications carriers and state Lifeline administrators or
other state agencies that are responsible for the initial determination of a subscriber's
eligibility for Lifeline must provide prospective subscribers Lifeline certification forms
that provide the information in paragraphs (d)(1) through (3) of this section in clear,
easily understood language. If a Federal eligibility certification form is available, entities
enrolling subscribers must use such form to enroll a qualifying low-income
consumer into the Lifeline program.
(1) The form provided by the entity enrolling subscribers must provide the
information in paragraphs (d)(1)(i) through (vi) of this section:
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Criteria

Description
(i) Lifeline is a federal benefit and that willfully making false statements to obtain
the benefit can result in fines, imprisonment, de-enrollment or being barred from
the program;
(ii) Only one Lifeline service is available per household;
(iii) A household is defined, for purposes of the Lifeline program, as any individual
or group of individuals who live together at the same address and share income
and expenses;
(iv) A household is not permitted to receive Lifeline benefits from multiple
providers;
(v) Violation of the one-per-household limitation constitutes a violation of the
Commission's rules and will result in the subscriber's de-enrollment from the
program; and
(vi) Lifeline is a non-transferable benefit and the subscriber may not transfer his
or her benefit to any other person.
(2) The form provided by the entity enrolling subscribers must require each
prospective subscriber to provide the information in paragraphs (d)(2)(i) through
(viii) of this section:
(i) The subscriber's full name;
(ii) The subscriber's full residential address;
(iii) Whether the subscriber's residential address is permanent or temporary;
(iv) The subscriber's billing address, if different from the subscriber's residential
address;
(v) The subscriber's date of birth;
(vi) The last four digits of the subscriber's social security number, or the
subscriber's Tribal identification number, if the subscriber is a member of a Tribal
nation and does not have a social security number;
(vii) If the subscriber is seeking to qualify for Lifeline under the program-based
criteria, as set forth in § 54.409, the name of the qualifying assistance
program from which the subscriber, his or her dependents, or his or
her household receives benefits; and
(viii) If the subscriber is seeking to qualify for Lifeline under the income-based
criterion, as set forth in § 54.409, the number of individuals in his or
her household.
(3) The form provided by the entity enrolling subscribers shall require each
prospective subscriber to initial his or her acknowledgement of each of the
certifications in paragraphs (d)(3)(i) through (viii) of this section individually and
under penalty of perjury:
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Finding

Criteria

Description
(i) The subscriber meets the income-based or program-based eligibility criteria for
receiving Lifeline, provided in § 54.409;
(ii) The subscriber will notify the carrier within 30 days if for any reason he or she
no longer satisfies the criteria for receiving Lifeline including, as relevant, if the
subscriber no longer meets the income-based or program-based criteria for
receiving Lifeline support, the subscriber is receiving more than one Lifeline
benefit, or another member of the subscriber's household is receiving a Lifeline
benefit.
(iii) If the subscriber is seeking to qualify for Lifeline as an eligible resident of
Tribal lands, he or she lives on Tribal lands, as defined in 54.400(e);
(iv) If the subscriber moves to a new address, he or she will provide that new
address to the eligible telecommunications carrier within 30 days;
(v) The subscriber's household will receive only one Lifeline service and, to the
best of his or her knowledge, the subscriber's household is not already receiving a
Lifeline service;
(vi) The information contained in the subscriber's certification form is true and
correct to the best of his or her knowledge,
(vii) The subscriber acknowledges that providing false or fraudulent information
to receive Lifeline benefits is punishable by law; and
(viii) The subscriber acknowledges that the subscriber may be required to recertify his or her continued eligibility for Lifeline at any time, and the subscriber's
failure to re-certify as to his or her continued eligibility will result in de-enrollment
and the termination of the subscriber's Lifeline benefits pursuant to § 54.405(e)(4).

#1

47 C.F.R. §
54.410(f)
(2017)

Annual eligibility re-certification process.
(1) All eligible telecommunications carriers must annually re-certify all subscribers,
except for subscribers in states where the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator,
or other state agency is responsible for the annual re-certification of subscribers'
Lifeline eligibility.
(2) In order to re-certify a subscriber's eligibility, an eligible telecommunications carrier
must confirm a subscriber's current eligibility to receive Lifeline by:
(i) Querying the appropriate eligibility databases, confirming that the subscriber still
meets the program-based eligibility requirements for Lifeline, and documenting the
results of that review; or
(ii) Querying the appropriate income databases, confirming that the subscriber
continues to meet the income-based eligibility requirements for Lifeline, and
documenting the results of that review.
(iii) If the subscriber's program-based or income-based eligibility for Lifeline cannot be
determined by accessing one or more eligibility databases, then the eligible
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Criteria

Description
telecommunications carrier must obtain a signed certification from the subscriber
confirming the subscriber's continued eligibility. If the subscriber's eligibility was
previously confirmed through an eligibility database during enrollment or a prior
recertification and the subscriber is no longer included in any eligibility database, the
eligible telecommunications carrier must obtain both an Annual Recertification Form
and documentation meeting the requirements of paragraph (b)(1)(i)(B) or (c)(1)(i)(B)
from that subscriber to complete the process. Eligible telecommunications carriers
must use the Wireline Competition Bureau-approved universal Annual Recertification
Form, except where state law, state regulation, a state Lifeline administrator, or a state
agency requires eligible telecommunications carriers to use state-specific Lifeline
recertification forms.
(iv) In states in which the National Verifier has been implemented, the eligible
telecommunications carrier cannot re-certify subscribers not found in the National
Verifier by obtaining a certification form from the subscriber.
(3) Where the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or other state agency is
responsible for re-certification of a subscriber's Lifeline eligibility, the National Verifier,
state Lifeline administrator, or state agency must confirm a subscriber's current
eligibility to receive a Lifeline service by:
(i) Querying the appropriate eligibility databases, confirming that the subscriber still
meets the program-based eligibility requirements for Lifeline, and documenting the
results of that review; or
(ii) Querying the appropriate income databases, confirming that the subscriber
continues to meet the income-based eligibility requirements for Lifeline, and
documenting the results of that review.
(iii) If the subscriber's program-based or income-based eligibility for Lifeline cannot be
determined by accessing one or more eligibility databases, then the National Verifier,
state Lifeline administrator, or state agency must obtain a signed certification from the
subscriber confirming the subscriber's continued eligibility. If the subscriber's eligibility
was previously confirmed through an eligibility database during enrollment or a prior
recertification and the subscriber is no longer included in any eligibility database, the
National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or state agency must obtain both an
approved Annual Recertification Form and documentation meeting the requirements of
paragraph (b)(1)(i)(B) or (c)(1)(i)(B) from that subscriber to complete the certification
process. Entities responsible for re-certification under this section must use the Wireline
Competition Bureau-approved universal Annual Recertification Form, except where
state law, state regulation, a state Lifeline administrator, or a state agency requires
eligible telecommunications carriers to use state-specific Lifeline recertification forms,
or where the National Verifier Recertification Form is required.
(4) Where the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or other state agency is
responsible for re-certification of subscribers' Lifeline eligibility, the National Verifier,
state Lifeline administrator, or other state agency must provide to each eligible
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#2

Criteria

47 C.F.R. §
54.410(b)(1)(i)
(2017)

Description
telecommunications carrier the results of its annual re-certification efforts with respect
to that eligible telecommunications carrier's subscribers.
(5) If an eligible telecommunications carrier is unable to re-certify a subscriber or has
been notified by the National Verifier, a state Lifeline administrator, or other state
agency that it is unable to re-certify a subscriber, the eligible telecommunications
carrier must comply with the de-enrollment requirements provided for in § 54.405(e)(4).
Must not seek reimbursement for providing Lifeline to a subscriber, unless the carrier
has received a certification of eligibility from the prospective subscriber that complies
with the requirements set forth in paragraph (d) of this section.
**This concludes the report**
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Entity Name
Duo County
Telephone
Cooperative
Attachment G
Total

Number
of
Findings
5

5

•

Significant Findings
No significant findings.

Amount of
Support
$39,306

Monetary
Effect
$3,701

$39,306

$3,701

USAC
Management
Recovery
Entity
Action*
Disagreement
$2,979
Y

$2,979

*The USAC Management Recovery Action is less than the Monetary Effect to prevent double-recovery for the same subscriber identified
in multiple findings.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
October 4, 2021
Daryl Hammond
VP/CFO
Duo County Telecom
2150 North Main Street
Jamestown, KY 42629
Dear Mr. Hammond:
The Universal Service Administrative Company (USAC or Administrator) Audit and Assurance Division (AAD)
audited the compliance of Duo County Telephone Cooperative (Beneficiary), for all study area codes (SACs)
where the Beneficiary claimed subscribers during the calendar year 2018, using the regulations and orders
governing the federal Universal Service Low Income Support Mechanism (also known as the Lifeline Program),
set forth in 47 C.F.R. Part 54, as well as other program requirements, including any state-mandated Lifeline
requirements (collectively, the FCC Rules). Compliance with the FCC Rules is the responsibility of the
Beneficiary’s management. AAD’s responsibility is to make a determination regarding the Beneficiary’s
compliance with the FCC Rules based on our limited scope performance audit.
AAD conducted the audit in accordance with Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS)
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States (2018 Revision, as amended). Those standards require
that AAD plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis
for its findings and conclusions based on the audit objectives. The audit included examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the data used to calculate support, as well as performing other procedures we
considered necessary to form a conclusion. The evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for AAD’s
findings and conclusions based on the audit objectives.
Based on the test work performed, our examination disclosed five detailed audit findings (Findings) discussed
in the Audit Results and Recovery Action section. For the purpose of this report, a Finding is a condition that
shows evidence of non-compliance with the FCC Rules that were in effect during the audit period.
USAC may have omitted certain information from this report concerning communications with USAC
management or other officials and/or details about internal operating processes or investigations. This report
is intended solely for the use of USAC, the Beneficiary, and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
and should not be used by those who have not agreed to the procedures and taken responsibility for the
sufficiency of those procedures for their purposes. This report is not confidential and may be released to a
requesting third party.
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We appreciate the cooperation and assistance extended by your staff during the audit.
Sincerely,

Jeanette Santana-González
Senior Director, Audit and Assurance Division
cc: Radha Sekar, USAC Chief Executive Officer
Pamela Hughet, USAC Vice President, Lifeline Division
Teleshia Delmar, USAC Vice President, Audit and Assurance Division
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AUDIT RESULTS AND RECOVERY ACTION

Audit Results
Finding #1: 47 C.F.R. § 54.405(e)(4) –
Improper Re-certification Process: Failure
to De-enroll. The Beneficiary failed to deenroll subscribers after they failed recertification.
Finding #2: 47 C.F.R. § 54.417(a) – Lack of
Documentation: Subscriber Certification
and Eligibility Documentation. The
Beneficiary could not provide requested
certification and eligibility documentation
Finding #3: 47 C.F.R. §§ 54.410(c) and (d) –
Improper Certification Documentation
Disclosures and Eligibility Criteria. The
certification forms used by the Beneficiary did
not contain the required disclosures and
contained incorrect eligibility criteria.
Finding #4: 47 C.F.R. § 54.410(b)(1)(i) –
Improper Certification Completion. The
Beneficiary failed to ensure certification forms
were properly completed.
Finding #5: 47 C.F.R. § 54.410(d) – Failure to
Use the Lifeline Application Form. The
Beneficiary failed to use the FCC standard
Lifeline application.
Total Net Monetary Effect

Monetary Effect
(A)
$1,508

Overlapping
Exceptions 1
(B)
$0

Recommended
Recovery
(A) - (B)
$1,508

$675

$0

$675

$722

$231

$491

$500

$213

$287

$296

$278

$18

$3,701

$722

$2,979

USAC MANAGEMENT RESPONSE
USAC Management concurs with the audit results and will seek recovery of the Lifeline Program support
amount noted in the chart above. USAC Management will issue a separate memorandum to the Beneficiary to
address the audit results.

If the Beneficiary files an appeal and is successful, USAC will discontinue recovery efforts for the finding(s) that were
resolved by the appeal decision. If there is overlapping recovery (i.e., recovery that is included in two or more findings),
the overlapping recovery will be recovered based on the finding(s) that were not resolved by the appeal decision.
1
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PURPOSE, SCOPE AND PROCEDURES
PURPOSE

The purpose of our audit was to determine whether the Beneficiary complied with the FCC Rules.

SCOPE

The following chart summarizes the Lifeline Program support the Beneficiary received based on its Lifeline
Claims System (LCS) submissions for the calendar year 2018 (the audit period):
SAC Number
260401
269005

State/Territory
KY
KY

Support Type
Lifeline
Lifeline
Total

Number of Claims
4,174
75
4,249

Amount of
Support
$38,613
$693
$39,306

Note: The amount of support reflects disbursements as of the commencement of the audit.

BACKGROUND

The Beneficiary is an incumbent eligible telecommunications carrier (ETC) that operates in the state identified
in the Scope table above.

PROCEDURES

AAD performed the following procedures:
A. Lifeline Claims System
AAD obtained and examined the Beneficiary’s LCS submissions for accuracy by comparing the amounts
reported to the National Lifeline Accountability Database (NLAD) and the Beneficiary’s data files. AAD
used computer assisted auditing techniques to analyze the data files to determine whether:
• The total number of subscribers agreed to what was reported on the LCS submission and in NLAD or
the comparable state database for the same month.
• The data file contained subscribers who resided outside of the Beneficiary’s ETC-designated service
area.
• The data file contained duplicate subscribers.
• The data file contained deceased subscribers.
• The data file contained transferred subscribers.
• The data file contained blank telephone numbers/addresses or business names/addresses.
• Lifeline Program support was provided to subscribers whose lines were activated after the audit
period.
• Lifeline Program support was provided to subscribers whose lines were disconnected prior to the audit
period.
B. Program Eligibility, Certification and Recertification Process
AAD obtained an understanding of the Beneficiary’s enrollment, program eligibility, certification, and
recertification processes relating to the Lifeline Program to determine whether the Beneficiary complied
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with the FCC Rules. AAD also requested certification and/or recertification documentation or National
Verifier results for 56 subscribers to determine whether the subscribers were eligible to receive Lifeline
Program discounts.
C. Lifeline Subscriber Discounts
AAD obtained and examined documentation to demonstrate the pass through of Lifeline Program support
for 58 subscribers.
D. Form 555
AAD obtained and examined the Beneficiary’s FCC Form 555 (Form 555) for accuracy by comparing the
amounts reported to the Beneficiary’s data files.
E. Minimum Service Standards

AAD obtained and examined the Beneficiary’s evidence of the level of service provided for 58 subscribers
to determine whether the Beneficiary provided eligible services that meet the minimum service standards
and complied with the FCC Rules.
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DETAILED AUDIT FINDINGS
Finding #1: 47 C.F.R. § 54.405(e)(4) – Improper Re-certification Process: Failure to Deenroll
CONDITION

AAD obtained and examined the USAC re-certification results for 104 subscribers that were provided to the
Beneficiary for 2017 and 2018 to determine whether the Beneficiary de-enrolled subscribers who failed to recertify their continued eligibility. The Beneficiary did not de-enroll 13 subscribers (12 subscribers from SAC
260401 and one subscriber from SAC 269005) who failed to re-certify in 2017, and one subscriber (from SAC
260401) who failed to re-certify in 2018. Because the Beneficiary did not de-enroll the subscribers who failed
to re-certify their continued eligibility, AAD concludes the 14 subscribers were not eligible to receive the
Lifeline support claimed by the Beneficiary.

CAUSE

The Beneficiary did not have an adequate system in place for collecting, reporting, and monitoring data to
maintain an accurate subscriber listing in NLAD for Lifeline program purposes. The Beneficiary informed AAD
that the failure to de-enroll subscribers was an error on the company’s part. 2

EFFECT

AAD calculated the monetary effect for this finding by determining the number of instances (months) the
Beneficiary claimed Lifeline support for the 14 subscribers after the Beneficiary was notified of the
subscribers’ recertification failure. AAD identified a total of 163 such instances. AAD multiplied the 163
instances by the Lifeline support amount reimbursed to the Beneficiary ($9.25), rounded to the nearest whole
dollar. AAD summarized the results below:
Study Area Code

260401
269005
Total

Support Type
Lifeline (Non-Tribal)
Lifeline (Non-Tribal)

Monetary Effect and
Recommended Recovery
$1,360
$148
$1,508

RECOMMENDATION

AAD recommends that USAC Management seek recovery of the amounts identified in the Effect section above.
The Beneficiary must implement policies, procedures and controls to ensure it de-enrolls subscribers who fail
to re-certify their continued eligibility. In addition, the Beneficiary may learn more about documentation and
reporting requirements on USAC’s website at https://www.usac.org/about/appeals-audits/beneficiary-andcontributor-audit-program-bcap/common-audit-findings-lifeline-program/.

BENEFICIARY RESPONSE

Duo County erroneously missed these subscribers. The de-enrollment process now goes through

2

Beneficiary response to audit inquiries, received Sep. 29, 2020.
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USAC. USAC will notify the subscriber via mail within 2-3 business days after a subscriber’s window
closes and will be automatically de-enrolled from NLAD five (5) business days after the conclusion of
their recertification window. After the de-enrollment has occurred, NLAD will send an automated
email to notify the service provider and the Failed Recertification De-enroll Report will be updated.
The process is now handled through the National Verifier system and the service provider is no longer
involved so this issue should not be a problem going forward.

Finding #2: 47 C.F.R. § 54.417(a) – Lack of Documentation: Subscriber Certification and
Eligibility Documentation
CONDITION

AAD requested certification forms and proof of eligibility for a non-statistical sample of 56 subscribers, of
which 24 subscribers were re-certified by USAC and not included in this testwork. The remaining 32
subscribers were certified by the Beneficiary and were tested to determine whether the subscribers were
eligible to receive the Lifeline program support claimed by the Beneficiary. The Beneficiary did not provide
the requested documentation for 10 of 32 subscribers from SAC 260401, as detailed below:
Documentation
Certification form not provided
Documentation to confirm Third Party Identity Verification
(TPIV) flag 3 not provided
Copy of subscriber’s proof of eligibility not provided
Total No. of Affected Subscribers

Number of Affected Subscriber
Documents

4
5
1
10

Because the Beneficiary did not provide certification and eligibility documentation as required by the FCC
Rules, AAD concludes the 10 subscribers were not eligible to receive the Lifeline support claimed by the
Beneficiary. 4

CAUSE

The Beneficiary did not have adequate documentation or data retention procedures to ensure the proper
retention of certification forms and proof of eligibility to demonstrate that subscribers completed the
required certifications and presented the required eligibility documentation during the application process.
The Beneficiary informed AAD that this was an employee training issue. 5

A TPIV flag occurs during the application process if the Lifeline program cannot confirm the identity of the subscriber
based upon the data provided the subscriber (i.e., first and last name, address, date of birth, or last four digits of the
social security number). To clear the TPIV flag, the beneficiary must collect documentation from the subscriber to resolve
the error message and retain copies of what documentation was examined.
4 47 C.F.R. §§ 54.404(b)(11), 54.410(b), 54.410(c), 54.410(d), and 54.410(f).
5 Beneficiary response to audit inquiries, received Sept. 29, 2020.
3
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EFFECT

AAD calculated the monetary effect for this finding by determining the number of instances (months) the
Beneficiary claimed Lifeline support for the 10 subscribers subsequent to the subscriber’s Lifeline start date
noted in NLAD until December 31, 2018. AAD identified a total of 73 such instances. AAD multiplied the 73
instances by the Lifeline support amount reimbursed to the Beneficiary ($9.25) rounded to the nearest whole
dollar. AAD summarized the results below:
Study Area Code
260401
269005
Total

Support Type
Lifeline (Non-Tribal)
Lifeline (Non-Tribal)

Monetary Effect and
Recommended Recovery
$675
$0
$675

RECOMMENDATION

AAD recommends that USAC Management seek recovery of the amount identified in the Effect section above.
The Beneficiary must implement policies, procedures and controls to ensure it retains adequate records to
demonstrate compliance with the FCC Rules. In addition, the Beneficiary may learn more about
documentation and reporting requirements on USAC’s website at https://www.usac.org/about/appealsaudits/beneficiary-and-contributor-audit-program-bcap/common-audit-findings-lifeline-program/.

BENEFICIARY RESPONSE

Duo County staff needed more training on the Lifeline process which can be cumbersome for a small
ILEC where staff juggles multiple duties. The application process is now run through the National
Verifier system and the service provider is no longer involved so this issue should not be a problem
going forward.

Finding #3: 47 C.F.R. §§ 54.410(c) and (d) – Improper Certification Documentation
Disclosures and Eligibility Criteria
CONDITION

AAD obtained and examined certification documentation for a non-statistical sample of 32 subscribers, of
which 13 subscribers were re-certified by USAC and not included in this testwork, and six subscribers were
tested and included in the Lack of Documentation: Subscriber Certification and Eligibility Documentation
Audit Finding. The remaining 13 subscribers were certified by the Beneficiary and were tested to determine
whether the certification documentation included the proper disclosures and the subscriber completed the
required certifications. For all 13 subscribers, the Beneficiary used one of three different certification forms
that omitted disclosures and contained incorrect eligibility criteria as identified below:
Omitted Disclosures and Incorrect Eligibility Criteria
47 C.F.R. § 54.410(d)(1)(i) – (v):
(i) Lifeline is a federal benefit and that willfully making false
statements to obtain the benefit can result in fines, imprisonment, deenrollment or being barred from the program;
(ii) Only one Lifeline service is available per household;

No. of Affected Subscriber
Certification Documents
5
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(iii) A household is defined, for purposes of the Lifeline program, as any
individual or group of individuals who live together at the same
address and share income and expenses;
(iv) A household is not permitted to receive Lifeline benefits from
multiple providers;
(v) Violation of the one-per-household limitation constitutes a violation
of the Commission's rules and will result in the subscriber's deenrollment from the program; …..
47 C.F.R. § 54.410(d)(2)(iii) – (v):
(iii) Whether the subscriber's residential address is permanent or
temporary;
(iv) The subscriber's billing address, if different from the subscriber's
residential address;
(v) The subscriber's date of birth;
47 C.F.R. § 54.410(d)(3)(i) –(ii):
(i) The subscriber meets the income-based or program-based eligibility
criteria for receiving Lifeline, provided in §54.409;
(ii) The subscriber will notify the carrier within 30 days if for any reason
he or she no longer satisfies the criteria for receiving Lifeline including,
as relevant, if the subscriber no longer meets the income-based or
program-based criteria for receiving Lifeline support, the subscriber is
receiving more than one Lifeline benefit, or another member of the
subscriber's household is receiving a Lifeline benefit.
47 C.F.R. § 54.410(d)(3)(iv) - (vii):
(iv) If the subscriber moves to a new address, he or she will provide
that new address to the eligible telecommunications carrier within 30
days;
(v) The subscriber's household will receive only one Lifeline service
and, to the best of his or her knowledge, the subscriber's household is
not already receiving a Lifeline service;
(vi) The information contained in the subscriber's certification form is
true and correct to the best of his or her knowledge,
(vii) The subscriber acknowledges that providing false or fraudulent
information to receive Lifeline benefits is punishable by law; ….
47 C.F.R. § 54.410(d)(3)(viii):
(viii) The subscriber acknowledges that the subscriber may be required
to re-certify his or her continued eligibility for Lifeline at any time, and
the subscriber's failure to re-certify as to his or her continued eligibility
will result in de-enrollment and the termination of the subscriber's
Lifeline benefits pursuant to §54.405(e)(4).
47 C.F.R. § 54.409(a)(2):
(a) To constitute a qualifying low-income consumer: ….
(2) The consumer, one or more of the consumer’s dependents, or the
consumer’s household must receive benefits from one of the following
federal assistance programs: Medicaid; Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program; Supplemental Security Income; Federal Public
Housing Assistance; or Veterans and Survivors Pension Benefit.

13

8
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The certification form used did not include the correct eligibility
programs. The two form versions included some combination of
LIHEAP, NSLP, TANF, K-TAP and Kinship Care. The forms did not
include the Veterans and Survivors Benefit. In addition, the income
guidelines were not updated for 2018.
47 C.F.R. § 54.409(a)(1):
(a) To constitute a qualifying low-income consumer:
(1) A consumer’s household income as defined in §54.400(f) must be at
or below 135% of the Federal Poverty Guidelines for a household of
that size; ….
The certification form used included income guidelines that were not
updated for 2018 levels.
Total No. of Affected Subscribers 6

5

13

The Beneficiary must list all of the required disclosures on the subscriber certification documentation.
Because the certification documentation did not contain all the required language and eligibility criteria
stipulated in the FCC Rules, the subscribers did not complete the required certifications. Therefore, AAD
concludes the 13 subscribers were not eligible to receive the Lifeline support claimed by the Beneficiary.

CAUSE

The Beneficiary did not demonstrate sufficient knowledge of the FCC Rules governing its compliance with the
required disclosures. The Beneficiary indicated that the outdated forms had erroneously been used. Further,
the Beneficiary stated that all current applicants are directed to the Lifeline Application Form via a link on
their website. 7

EFFECT

AAD calculated the monetary effect for this finding by determining the number of instances (months) the
Beneficiary claimed Lifeline support for the 13 subscribers subsequent to the subscriber’s Lifeline start date
noted in NLAD until December 31, 2018. AAD identified a total of 78 such instances. AAD multiplied the 78
instances by the Lifeline support amount reimbursed to the Beneficiary ($9.25) rounded to the nearest whole
dollar. AAD summarized the results below:

Study Area Code
260401
269005
Total

Support Type
Lifeline (Non-Tribal)
Lifeline (Non-Tribal)

Monetary Effect
(A)
$722
$0

Overlapping
Exceptions
(B)
$231
$0

Recommended
Recovery 8
(A) – (B)
$491
$0
$491

Documentation for each subscriber certification may omit multiple disclosures or eligibility criteria. Therefore, one
certification may be included in multiple rows in the table above.
7 Beneficiary response to audit inquiries, received Jul. 13, 2020.
8 To prevent double-recovery, the recommended recovery amount is less than the monetary effect given that $231
overlaps with the recommended recovery in Finding #2.
6
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RECOMMENDATION

AAD recommends that USAC Management seek recovery of the recommended recovery amount identified in
the Effect section above. In addition, USAC Management should consider whether additional recovery is
warranted given the high error rate observed during our testing.
The Beneficiary must implement policies, procedures and controls to ensure it continues to employ the use of
the Lifeline Application Form to obtain the proper certifications from its subscribers. AAD also recommends
that the Beneficiary examine the FCC Rules detailed in the Criteria section of this report to familiarize itself
with the FCC Rules related to required disclosures that must be included in subscriber certification
documentation. Further, the Beneficiary may learn more about Lifeline subscriber certification disclosure
requirements on USAC’s website at https://www.usac.org/about/appeals-audits/beneficiary-and-contributoraudit-program-bcap/common-audit-findings-lifeline-program/.

BENEFICIARY RESPONSE

Duo County erroneously used an older version of the form but these customers were shown to be
eligible so we do not agree with the monetary impact. This is a process finding and we don't think Duo
County should have to pay back this money. The application process is now run through the National
Verifier system and the service provider is no longer involved so this issue should not be a problem
going forward.

AAD RESPONSE

The Beneficiary states in its response that “…these customers were shown to be eligible so we do not
agree with the monetary impact. This is a process finding and we don't think Duo County should have to
pay back this money.” However, the FCC Rules require that the necessary disclosures are included on the
certification and recertification forms and the subscribers must complete the required certifications. As
noted in the Condition section above, the certification forms utilized by the Beneficiary did not contain
the required disclosures; therefore, the subscribers did not complete the required certifications. Thus,
our position on this finding remains unchanged.

Finding #4: 47 C.F.R. § 54.410(b)(1)(i) – Improper Certification Completion
CONDITION

AAD obtained and examined certification documentation for a non-statistical sample of 56 subscribers, of
which 24 subscribers were re-certified by USAC and not included in this testwork, and 7 subscribers were
included in the Lack of Documentation: Subscriber Certification and Eligibility Documentation Detailed Audit
Finding. The remaining 25 subscribers were re-certified by the Beneficiary and were tested to determine
whether the subscribers properly completed the certification form. For 10 of the 25 samples (from SAC
260401), the subscribers failed to properly complete certain fields on the subscriber certification
documentation, as detailed below:
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Omitted Fields 9
Date of Birth (DOB) and/or Last four digits of the social security number
The program for which the subscriber claimed eligibility
Initials for required fields
A complete address
Date the certification/recertification form was completed
Errors
Certification form dated subsequent to Lifeline start date
DOB on certification form did not match DOB in NLAD
Total No. of Affected Subscribers 10

No. of Affected Forms
4
1
2
1
2
1
1
10

Because the subscribers did not properly complete the certification/recertification forms, AAD concludes the
10 subscribers were not eligible to receive the Lifeline support claimed by the Beneficiary.

CAUSE

The Beneficiary did not have adequate systems in place for collecting properly completed Lifeline
certification/recertification forms from applicants and accurately recording the information into NLAD. The
Beneficiary informed AAD that the cause was due to inadequate employee training on document reviews. 11

EFFECT

AAD calculated the monetary effect for this finding by determining the number of instances (months) the
Beneficiary claimed Lifeline support for the 10 subscribers subsequent to the subscriber’s Lifeline start date
noted in NLAD until December 31, 2018. AAD identified a total of 54 such instances. AAD multiplied the 54
instances by the Lifeline support amount reimbursed to the Beneficiary ($9.25) rounded to the nearest whole
dollar. AAD summarized the results below:

Study Area Code
260401
269005
Total

Support Type
Lifeline (Non-Tribal)
Lifeline (Non-Tribal)

Monetary Effect
(A)
$500
$0

Overlapping
Exceptions
(B)
$213
$0

Recommended
Recovery 12
(A) – (B)
$287
$0
$287

RECOMMENDATION

AAD recommends that USAC Management seek recovery of the recommended recovery amount identified in
the Effect section above. The Beneficiary must implement policies, procedures and controls to ensure that it
reviews subscribers’ certification forms for accuracy and completeness. In addition, the Beneficiary may learn
more about Lifeline subscriber certification disclosure requirements on USAC’s website at
https://www.usac.org/about/appeals-audits/beneficiary-and-contributor-audit-program-bcap/common-

See 47 C.F.R. § 54.410(d).
Documentation for some subscribers may contain multiple exceptions. Therefore, one certification may be included in
multiple rows in the table above.
11 Beneficiary response to audit inquiries, received Sep. 29, 2020.
12 To prevent double-recovery, the recommended recovery amount is less than the monetary effect given that $213
overlaps with the recommended recovery in Finding #2.
9

10
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audit-findings-lifeline-program/.

BENEFICIARY RESPONSE

The issue may have occurred due to more training needed on reviewing applications completed.
However, we believe that these customers were eligible for Lifeline and therefore we don’t think there
should be a monetary effect. The application process is now run through the National Verifier system
and the service provider is no longer involved so this issue should not be a problem going forward.

AAD RESPONSE

The Beneficiary states in its response that “… these customers were eligible for Lifeline and therefore we
don’t think there should be a monetary effect.” However, the FCC Rules require that the forms be properly
and accurately completed. As noted in the Condition section above, the forms were not properly or
accurately completed; therefore, the subscribers did not complete the required forms. Thus, our position on
this finding remains unchanged.

Finding #5: 47 C.F.R. § 54.410(d) – Failure to Use the Lifeline Application Form
CONDITION

AAD obtained and examined certification documentation for a non-statistical sample of 56 subscribers, of
which 11 subscribers were enrolled in the Lifeline Program on or after July 1, 2018 and were required to use
the Lifeline Application Form, 13 to determine whether the Beneficiary used the FCC Form 5629 Lifeline
Application Form (Application Form) to enroll these subscribers. The Beneficiary continued using its own
Lifeline form (Duo County Telephone Lifeline Initial Enrollment Form) it developed in 2015, and later modified
in 2017. The Beneficiary did not use the Application Form to enroll all 11 of these subscribers from SAC
260401. Therefore, AAD concludes the 11 subscribers were not eligible to receive the Lifeline support claimed
by the Beneficiary.

CAUSE

The Beneficiary did not demonstrate sufficient knowledge of the FCC Rules governing its compliance with the
required disclosures or the requirement to use the Application Form. The Beneficiary indicated that the
outdated forms had erroneously been used. Further, the Beneficiary stated that all current applicants are
directed to the Application Form via a link on their website. 14

EFFECT

AAD calculated the monetary effect for this finding by determining the number of instances (months) the
Beneficiary claimed Lifeline support for the 11 subscribers subsequent to the subscriber’s Lifeline start date

See Wireline Competition Bureau Provides Guidance on Universal Forms For The Lifeline Program, WC Docket No. 11-42,
Public Notice, 33 FCC Rcd 1920 (WCB 2018). See also Lifeline and Link Up Reform and Modernization et al., Third Report
and Order, Further Report and Order, and Order on Reconsideration, 31 FCC Rcd 3962, 4006, para. 126 (2016).
14 Beneficiary response to audit inquiries, received Jul. 13, 2020. (https://duobroadband.com/home-telephone/lifelinediscount)
13
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noted in NLAD until December 31, 2018. AAD identified a total of 32 such instances. AAD multiplied the 32
instances by the Lifeline support amount reimbursed to the Beneficiary ($9.25) rounded to the nearest whole
dollar. AAD summarized the results below:

Study Area Code
260401
269005
Total

Monetary Effect
Support Type
(A)
Lifeline (Non-Tribal)
$296
Lifeline (Non-Tribal)
$0

Overlapping
Exceptions
(B)
$278
$0

Recommended
Recovery 15
(A) – (B)
$18
$0
$18

RECOMMENDATION

AAD recommends that USAC Management seek recovery of the recommended recovery amount identified in
the Effect section above. In addition, USAC Management should consider whether additional recovery is
warranted given the high error rate observed during our testing. The Beneficiary must implement policies,
procedures, and controls to ensure it continues to employ the use of the Application Form to obtain the
proper certifications from its subscribers. In addition, the Beneficiary may learn more about Lifeline
subscriber certification disclosure requirements on USAC’s website at https://www.usac.org/about/appealsaudits/beneficiary-and-contributor-audit-program-bcap/common-audit-findings-lifeline-program/.

BENEFICIARY RESPONSE

Duo County staff needed more training on the Lifeline process which can be cumbersome for a small
ILEC where staff juggles multiple duties. The application process is now run through the National
Verifier system and the service provider is no longer involved so this issue should not be a problem
going forward.

To prevent double-recovery, the recommended recovery amount is less than the monetary effect given that $278
overlaps with the recommended recovery in Findings #2, #3, and #4.

15
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CRITERIA
Finding
#1

Criteria
47 C.F.R. §
54.405(e)(4)
(2018)

#2

47 C.F.R. § 54.417(a)
(2018)

#2

47 C.F.R. §
54.404(b)(11) (2018)

#2

47 C.F.R. § 54.410(b)
(2018)

Description
De-enrollment for failure to re-certify.
[A]n eligible telecommunications carrier must de-enroll a Lifeline
subscriber who does not respond to the carrier's attempts to obtain
re-certification of the subscriber's continued eligibility as required by
§ 54.410(f); or who fails to provide the annual one-per-household recertifications as required by § 54.410(f).
Recordkeeping requirements.
Eligible telecommunications carriers must maintain records to
document compliance with all Commission and state requirements
governing the Lifeline and Tribal Link Up program for the three full
preceding calendar years and provide that documentation to the
Commission or Administrator upon request. Eligible
telecommunications carriers must maintain the documentation
required in §§ 54.404 (b)(11), 54.410(b), 54.410 (c), 54.410(d), and
54.410(f) for as long as the subscriber receives Lifeline service from
that eligible telecommunications carrier, but for no less than the
three full preceding calendar years.
The National Lifeline Accountability Database.
In order to receive Lifeline support, eligible telecommunications
carriers operating in states that have not provided the Commission
with approved valid certification pursuant to paragraph (a) of this
section must comply with the following requirements:
(11) All eligible telecommunications carriers must securely retain
subscriber documentation that the ETC reviewed to verify
subscriber eligibility, for the purposes of production during audits
or investigations or to the extent required by NLAD processes,
which require, inter alia, verification of eligibility, identity,
address, and age.
Initial income-based eligibility determination.
(1) Except where the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator or
other state agency is responsible for the initial determination of a
subscriber's eligibility, when a prospective subscriber seeks to qualify
for Lifeline using the income-based eligibility criteria provided for in
§54.409(a)(1) an eligible telecommunications carrier:
(i) Must not seek reimbursement for providing Lifeline to a
subscriber, unless the carrier has received a certification of
eligibility from the prospective subscriber that complies with the
requirements set forth in paragraph (d) of this section and has
confirmed the subscriber's income-based eligibility using the
following procedures:
(A) If an eligible telecommunications carrier can determine a
prospective subscriber's income-based eligibility by accessing
one or more databases containing information regarding the
subscriber's income (“income databases”), the eligible
telecommunications carrier must access such
income databases and determine whether the prospective
subscriber qualifies for Lifeline.
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(B) If an eligible telecommunications carrier cannot
determine a prospective subscriber's income-based eligibility
by accessing income databases, the eligible
telecommunications carrier must review documentation that
establishes that the prospective subscriber meets the incomeeligibility criteria set forth in §54.409(a)(1). Acceptable
documentation of income eligibility includes the prior year's
state, federal, or Tribal tax return; current income statement
from an employer or paycheck stub; a Social Security
statement of benefits; a Veterans Administration statement of
benefits; a retirement/pension statement of benefits; an
Unemployment/Workers' Compensation statement of benefit;
federal or Tribal notice letter of participation in General
Assistance; or a divorce decree, child support award, or other
official document containing income information. If the
prospective subscriber presents documentation of income
that does not cover a full year, such as current pay stubs, the
prospective subscriber must present the same type of
documentation covering three consecutive months within the
previous twelve months.
(ii) Must securely retain copies of documentation demonstrating a
prospective subscriber's income-based eligibility for Lifeline
consistent with §54.417, except to the extent such documentation
is retained by the National Verifier.

#2

47 C.F.R. § 54.410(f)
(2018)

(2) Where the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or
other state agency is responsible for the initial determination of a
subscriber's eligibility, an eligible telecommunications carrier must
not seek reimbursement for providing Lifeline service to a subscriber,
based on that subscriber's income eligibility, unless the carrier has
received from the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or
other state agency:
(i) Notice that the prospective subscriber meets the incomeeligibility criteria set forth in § 54.409(a)(1); and
(ii) A copy of the subscriber's certification that complies with the
requirements set forth in paragraph (d) of this section.
(iii) An eligible telecommunications carrier must securely retain all
information and documentation provided by
the state Lifeline administrator or other state agency consistent
with § 54.417.
Annual eligibility re-certification process.
(1) All eligible telecommunications carriers must annually re-certify all
subscribers, except for subscribers in states where the National
Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or other state agency is
responsible for the annual re-certification of subscribers' Lifeline
eligibility.
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(2) In order to re-certify a subscriber's eligibility, an eligible
telecommunications carrier must confirm a subscriber's current
eligibility to receive Lifeline by:
(i) Querying the appropriate eligibility databases, confirming that
the subscriber still meets the program-based eligibility
requirements for Lifeline, and documenting the results of that
review; or
(ii) Querying the appropriate income databases, confirming that
the subscriber continues to meet the income-based eligibility
requirements for Lifeline, and documenting the results of that
review.
(iii) If the subscriber's program-based or income-based eligibility
for Lifeline cannot be determined by accessing one or more state
databases containing information regarding enrollment in
qualifying assistance programs, then the eligible
telecommunications carrier may obtain a signed certification from
the subscriber on a form that meets the certification requirements
in paragraph (d) of this section. If a Federal eligibility
recertification form is available, entities enrolling subscribers
must use such form to re-certify a qualifying low-income
consumer.
(iv) In states in which the National Verifier has been implemented,
the eligible telecommunications carrier cannot re-certify
subscribers not found in the National Verifier by obtaining a
certification form from the subscriber.
(3) Where the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or
other state agency is responsible for re-certification of a subscriber's
Lifeline eligibility, the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator,
or state agency must confirm a subscriber's current eligibility to
receive a Lifeline service by:
(i) Querying the appropriate eligibility databases, confirming that the
subscriber still meets the program-based eligibility requirements for
Lifeline, and documenting the results of that review; or
(ii) Querying the appropriate income databases, confirming that
the subscriber continues to meet the income-based eligibility
requirements for Lifeline, and documenting the results of that
review.
(iii) If the subscriber's eligibility for Lifeline cannot be determined
by accessing one or more databases containing information
regarding enrollment in qualifying assistance programs, then the
National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or state agency may
obtain a signed certification from the subscriber on a form that
meets the certification requirements in paragraph (d) of this
section. If a Federal eligibility recertification form is available,
entities enrolling subscribers must use such form to re-certify a
qualifying low-income consumer.
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#2, 3, 4

47 C.F.R. § 54.410(c)
(2018)

(4) Where the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or
other state agency is responsible for re-certification of subscribers'
Lifeline eligibility, the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or
other state agency must provide to each eligible telecommunications
carrier the results of its annual re-certification efforts with respect to
that eligible telecommunications carrier's subscribers.
(5) If an eligible telecommunications carrier is unable to re-certify a
subscriber or has been notified by the National Verifier,
a state Lifeline administrator, or other state agency that it is unable to
re-certify a subscriber, the eligible telecommunications carrier must
comply with the de-enrollment requirements provided for in §
54.405(e)(4).
Initial program-based eligibility determination.
(1) Except in states where the National Verifier, state Lifeline
administrator, or other state agency is responsible for the initial
determination of a subscriber's program-based eligibility, when a
prospective subscriber seeks to qualify for Lifeline service using the
program-based criteria set forth in § 54.409(a)(2) or (b), an
eligible telecommunications carrier:
(i) Must not seek reimbursement for providing Lifeline to a
subscriber unless the carrier has received a certification of
eligibility from the subscriber that complies with the requirements
set forth in paragraph (d) of this section and has confirmed the
subscriber's program-based eligibility using the following
procedures:
(A) If the eligible telecommunications carrier can determine a
prospective subscriber's program-based eligibility for Lifeline
by accessing one or more databases containing information
regarding enrollment in qualifying assistance programs
(“eligibility databases”), the eligible telecommunications
carrier must access such eligibility databases to determine
whether the prospective subscriber qualifies for Lifeline
based on participation in a qualifying assistance program; or
(B) If an eligible telecommunications carrier cannot
determine a prospective subscriber's program-based
eligibility for Lifeline by accessing eligibility databases,
the eligible telecommunications carrier must review
documentation demonstrating that a prospective subscriber
qualifies for Lifeline under the program-based eligibility
requirements. Acceptable documentation of program
eligibility includes the current or prior year's statement of
benefits from a qualifying assistance program, a notice or
letter of participation in a qualifying assistance program,
program participation documents, or another official
document demonstrating that the prospective subscriber,
one or more of the prospective subscriber's dependents or
the prospective subscriber's household receives benefits
from a qualifying assistance program.
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(ii) Must securely retain copies of the documentation
demonstrating a subscriber's program-based eligibility for
Lifeline, consistent with § 54.417, except to the extent such
documentation is retained by the National Verifier.
(2) Where the National Verifier, state Lifeline administrator, or
other state agency is responsible for the initial determination of a
subscriber's eligibility, when a prospective subscriber seeks to qualify
for Lifeline service using the program-based eligibility criteria provided
in § 54.409(a)(2) or (b), an eligible telecommunications carrier must
not seek reimbursement for providing Lifeline to a subscriber unless
the carrier has received from the National
Verifier, state Lifeline administrator or other state agency:

#2, 3, 4, 5

47 C.F.R. § 54.410(d)
(2018)

(i) Notice that the subscriber meets the program-based
eligibility criteria set forth in § 54.409(a)(2) or (b); and
(ii) If a state Lifeline administrator or other state agency is
responsible for the initial determination of a subscriber's
eligibility, a copy of the subscriber's certification that complies
with the requirements set forth in paragraph (d) of this section.
(iii) An eligible telecommunications carrier must securely retain all
information and documentation provided by
the state Lifeline administrator or other state agency consistent
with § 54.417.
Eligibility certification form.
Eligible telecommunications carriers and state Lifeline administrators
or other state agencies that are responsible for the initial
determination of a subscriber's eligibility for Lifeline must provide
prospective subscribers Lifeline certification forms that provide the
information in paragraphs (d)(1) through (3) of this section in clear,
easily understood language. If a Federal eligibility certification form is
available, entities enrolling subscribers must use such form to enroll a
qualifying low-income consumer into the Lifeline program.
(1) The form provided by the entity enrolling subscribers must provide
the information in paragraphs (d)(1)(i) through (vi) of this section: (i)
Lifeline is a federal benefit and that willfully making false statements
to obtain the benefit can result in fines, imprisonment, de-enrollment
or being barred from the program; (ii) Only one Lifeline service is
available per household; (iii) A household is defined, for purposes of
the Lifeline program, as any individual or group of individuals who live
together at the same address and share income and expenses; (iv) A
household is not permitted to receive Lifeline benefits from multiple
providers; (v) Violation of the one-per-household limitation
constitutes a violation of the Commission's rules and will result in the
subscriber's de-enrollment from the program; and (vi) Lifeline is a
non-transferable benefit and the subscriber may not transfer his or
her benefit to any other person.
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(2) The form provided by the entity enrolling subscribers must require
each prospective subscriber to provide the information in paragraphs
(d)(2)(i) through (viii) of this section: (i) The subscriber's full name; (ii)
The subscriber's full residential address; (iii) Whether the subscriber's
residential address is permanent or temporary; (iv) The subscriber's
billing address, if different from the subscriber's residential address;
(v) The subscriber's date of birth; (vi) The last four digits of the
subscriber's social security number, or the subscriber's Tribal
identification number, if the subscriber is a member of a Tribal nation
and does not have a social security number; (vii) If the subscriber is
seeking to qualify for Lifeline under the program-based criteria, as set
forth in § 54.409, the name of the qualifying assistance program from
which the subscriber, his or her dependents, or his or her household
receives benefits; and (viii) If the subscriber is seeking to qualify for
Lifeline under the income-based criterion, as set forth in § 54.409, the
number of individuals in his or her household.

#3

47 C.F.R. § 54.409(a)
(2018)

(3) The form provided by the entity enrolling subscribers shall require
each prospective subscriber to initial his or her acknowledgement of
each of the certifications in paragraphs (d)(3)(i) through (viii) of this
section individually and under penalty of perjury: (i) The subscriber
meets the income-based or program-based eligibility criteria for
receiving Lifeline, provided in § 54.409; (ii) The subscriber will notify
the carrier within 30 days if for any reason he or she no longer satisfies
the criteria for receiving Lifeline including, as relevant, if the
subscriber no longer meets the income-based or program-based
criteria for receiving Lifeline support, the subscriber is receiving more
than one Lifeline benefit, or another member of the subscriber's
household is receiving a Lifeline benefit. (iii) If the subscriber is
seeking to qualify for Lifeline as an eligible resident of Tribal lands, he
or she lives on Tribal lands, as defined in 54.400(e); (iv) If the
subscriber moves to a new address, he or she will provide that new
address to the eligible telecommunications carrier within 30 days; (v)
The subscriber's household will receive only one Lifeline service and,
to the best of his or her knowledge, the subscriber's household is not
already receiving a Lifeline service; (vi) The information contained in
the subscriber's certification form is true and correct to the best of his
or her knowledge, (vii) The subscriber acknowledges that providing
false or fraudulent information to receive Lifeline benefits is
punishable by law; and (viii) The subscriber acknowledges that the
subscriber may be required to re-certify his or her continued eligibility
for Lifeline at any time, and the subscriber's failure to re-certify as to
his or her continued eligibility will result in de-enrollment and the
termination of the subscriber's Lifeline benefits pursuant to
§ 54.405(e)(4).
Consumer qualification for Lifeline.
To constitute a qualifying low-income consumer: (1) A consumer's
household income as defined in § 54.400(f) must be at or below 135%
of the Federal Poverty Guidelines for a household of that size; or (2)
The consumer, one or more of the consumer's dependents, or the
consumer's household must receive benefits from one of the
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#4

47 C.F.R. §
54.410(b)(1)(i)
(2018)

#5

Wireline Competition
Bureau Provides
Guidance on
Universal Forms For
The Lifeline Program,
WC Docket No. 11-12,
Public Notice, 33 FCC
Rcd 1920 (WCB
2018).

following federal assistance programs: Medicaid; Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program; Supplemental Security Income; Federal
Public Housing Assistance; or Veterans and Survivors Pension Benefit.
Initial income-based eligibility determination.
Must not seek reimbursement for providing Lifeline to a subscriber,
unless the carrier has received a certification of eligibility from the
prospective subscriber that complies with the requirements set forth
in paragraph (d) of this section ….
Beginning on July 1, 2018, ETCs using paper enrollment forms must
use the FCC’s universal Lifeline forms. ETCs enrolling Lifeline
applicants with an electronic form must use exactly the same
language used in the FCC’s universal Lifeline forms. A Spanish
language version of the form will be available on USAC’s website, and
ETCs should use that version for Spanish-speaking consumers. For
other languages, direct translations of the FCC’s universal Lifeline
forms into other languages are acceptable. ETCs that claim Lifeline
reimbursement for a subscriber whose enrollment or 60-day
recertification notice period began on or after July 1, 2018 using
noncompliant forms will be subject to repayments to the Fund and
potential enforcement actions.
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